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1.0 Context Analysis 
1.1 DC Water Organization 

 District of Columbia Water and Sewer authority (DC Water) is the water utility of 

our nation’s capital, Washington D.C. The water service area is multijurisdictional and 

spans across three states, D.C, Virginia, and Maryland as shown in Figure 1. The 

organization’s main mission is to provide clean affordable water to the residents of District 

of Columbia [1]. 

 

Figure 1 - Areas served by DC Water 

 In Maryland and Virginia, DC Water treats wastewater that flows from the Potomac 

River into DC. The missions for areas served are summarized in Figure 2, with the red box 

highlighting the responsibilities of the branch (DMB) that is sponsoring this capstone 

project.  The service area of this branch is approximately 725 square miles and provides 

water to more than 672,000 residents and 17.8 million annual visitors [2]. 
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Figure 2 - Missions in each area of service 

The organization maintains a "AAA" bond rating from S&P and "AA" bond rating 

from Moody's and Fitch and 17 consecutive unmodified audit opinions on financial 

statements [1]. The approved operating budgets for 2017 in Figure 3 below provide the 

necessary resources to balance the need to maintain DC Water’s critical infrastructure with 

rates that are reasonable, fair, and affordable. 

 

Figure 3 - Comparison of approved Operating Budgets for 2016 and 2017 [4] 
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Details of the fees and rate DC Water charges its customers can be viewed in Figure 

4. 

 

Figure 4 - Retail customers fees and charges [4] 

The executive level breakdown of the organization is illustrated in Figure 5 and 

starts with the board of directors on the top level followed by General Counsel, General 

Manager/Chief of Staff, and Internal Audit at the second level. The non-executive level is 

broken down into seven branches shown below. The branch of DC Water that our system 

will be assisting is within the “AGM, Customer Care & Operations branch, where AGM 

stands for assistant general manager. 
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Figure 5 - DC Water Organizational Structure [1] 

1.1.1 Distribution and Maintenance Branch (DMB) 

 The sponsor of this project is the Distribution and Maintenance Branch, or DMB. The 

branch is a subdivision of the greater DC water Organization and is responsible for 

performing repairs on the linear potable water system that serves the District. It response 

to approximately 500 water main breaks every year in a system whose pipes have a 

median age of 78 years [2]. DMB’s position in the greater organizational hierarchy can be 

seen in Figure 6, which shows a breakdown of the “AGM Customer Care & Operations” box 

in Figure 5. 
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Figure 6 - AGM Customer Care & Operations breakdown 

To distinguish between the different DMB crews, each crew is referred to as Omega 
followed by their two-digit crew identification number. Figure 7 below demonstrates the 
breakdown of DMB employees and the identification numbers of each Omega crew. The 
crews vary in skill level and are flexible in crew member assignments. Although there are 
predefined crews, the DMB adjusts crews to meet each day’s scheduling needs. A DMB crew 
size consists of 5-8 members depending on the complexity of the work and resources 
needed. Each crew is required to always have one equipment operator at least. Crews that 
work overtime hours after 4PM receive an increase in hourly rate by 1.5. A typical DMB 
crew day costs DC Water about $ 8,000-$10,000 and includes restoration of completed 
work repair areas. The DMB crews do the initial excavation of work sites and backfill of 
work sites. After a work site is backfilled the DMB places a temporary patch over the area 
until a restoration crew comes in to repave, smooth, and fix the site to its original normal 
condition [4]. 
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Figure 7 - DMB Organizational Chart [4] 

In the hierarchy above, the branch manager is responsible for overseeing the 
operations of the DMB to ensure there is proper and effective coordination between the 
other branches. The Assistant Manager is responsible for supervising the general foremen 
activity, plans, and projects. He also coordinates the plans and the vision of the branch 
between the managers and General Foremen. Moving to the right, the General Foreman 
who investigates, determines, directs and coordinates repair work in the DMB. On the 
other hand, there are three Foreman work under the General Foremen to assess repairs, 
orders parts, dispatches crew, and supervise low priority tickets. There are also three 
teams of repair crews who are responsible for all repairs, services and replacement for 
meters, pipes, valves and fire hydrants. 
 

1.1.2 Distribution and Control Branch (DCB) 

 The Distribution and Control Branch, or DCB, is a branch which closely coordinates 

with DMB in the incident-response process. It manages the investigation crews who are 

responsible for conducting a preliminary investigation once an incident is reported. It also 

manages the valve crews who are responsible for isolating the subsection of the water 

distribution system that requires maintenance and relieving the pressure within it. The 

degree of DCB’s involvement in the incident response process is illustrated in Figure 9 by 

the vertical length of the activation bar. It is important to note that as the DCB is not 
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sponsoring this project, any changes in workflow are limited to the DMB’s operations only. 

Only the nature of communications with the DCB may be altered. 

1.2 Work Orders and the Priority System 

Work orders are the jobs DC water needs to complete such as regular maintenance, 

inspection, and repairing or replacing parts of the water distribution system. The current 

priority system has five priority levels which are described in Table I. 

Table I - Work order priority system 

Priority Definition Example Season and Reason of Occurrence 

1 
Normal 

Operations 

Regular 
system 

inspection by 
specialist 

Done regularly no specific season. Done 
to assure all parts are intact and system is 

performing as desired. 

2 
Near-normal 
Operations 

Structure 
and pipe 

maintenance 

Maintained regularly no specific time. 
Done to assure no malfunction occurs so it 

does not evolve to priorities 4-5. 

3 

Probable 
hazardous 

conditions and 
potential for 

property damage 

Undergrou
nd service 

leaks 

If not resolved at the appropriate time it 
might evolve to a priority 4-5. If received in 
the summer it might evolve to a priority 4-

5 in the winter due to low temperatures. 

4 

Highly 
probable 

hazardous 
conditions and 
strong potential 

for property 
damage 

Roadway 
Damage 

Priority 4 is reserved mostly in the 
winter to failure to attend priority 3, as 

well 2. For example, if a minor leak is left 
unattended in the summer it might evolve 

to a major leak in the winter due to freezing 
point. 

5 

Extremely 
hazardous 

conditions that 
are imminent or 

occurring 

Leak 
impacting 
Customers 

with No 
water/Low 

Pressure 

Received mostly in the winter due to low 
temperatures that cause pipe breakage. In 
addition to, failure to resolve priorities 2 

and 3 that later on evolve to 5. 

 Annual incident volume by priority type is listed in Table II. In 2015, priority 3 

comprises 51% of all work orders, with priority 4 and 5 comprising 20% each. Priority 3 
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consists of the largest category of work orders annually. Therefore, despite the lower 

degree of urgency associated with these incidents, they affect a large number of customers 

due to sheer volume. 

Table II - Breakdown of orders received per priority (2015) 

 

 Since 2014, the number of un-prioritized work orders has greatly decreased as 

illustrated in Figure 8. Prior to the implementation of the priority system, 98% of work 

orders in 2013 were not assigned a priority. 

 
Figure 8 - Progressive implementation of the priority system 

 During the implementation, the number of work orders without a priority dropped 
to approximately 50% compared to the previous year.  As the DMB employees become 
more familiar with the new software and priority system, more work orders are classified 
as the employees improve their understanding of applying the systems to various types of 
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repair case scenarios. From 2015 - 2016 there was no significant change in the number of 
non-prioritized work orders according to the data provided. 

1.4 Incident Response Variation 

 The sequence diagram depicted in Figure 9 depicts a typical incident response to a 

water asset failure. Due to the dense operating environment that is the District, there is a 

great deal of variation in each incident’s response process. The type of restrictions caused 

by an incident determines the sequence of events involved in the response process. 

Restrictions are identified during the initial investigation process and following the crew 

foreman’s on-site assessment and the incident processed accordingly.  

 The workflow is initiated when an incident such as a leaking fire hydrant, water 

main or water meter leak is reported to the command center. An investigation crew is 

dispatched to the site. Investigators use advanced diagnostic equipment and listening 

devices to determine the cause of the failure. This is a challenging task as most water 

resource assets are underground, making it difficult to determine the true cause of a 

failure. Once diagnosis is complete, the investigative crew assigns a priority level to the 

incident and enters the report into Maximo® by populating designated fields associated 

with a work order. This report is then provided to the general foreman who communicates 

with the command center to clarify details and then dispatches the incident to a crew 

foreman. The crew foreman proceeds with conducting his own on-site assessment. 

 Once both assessments are complete, Miss Utility is contacted to mark all utility 

lines in the service area. This is a mandated preliminary procedure designed to prevent 

accidental damage to other utility lines during the excavation process. Other processes are 

also initiated depending on the restrictions associated with the incident. These processes 

include the request for an emergency work request, approval for modification of tree space, 

coordination with other utilities, request for modification of bus routes etc. 
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Figure 9 - DMB incident response workflow 

 A valve crew is then dispatched to the site. This crew is responsible for hydraulically 

isolating the subsection of the distribution network requiring service. Valve crews are 

responsible for scheduling service disruptions by coordinating with affected residents or 

business owners. Finally, a repair crew is dispatched and the repair is initiated. The repair 

process may or may not require parts which need to be special ordered. It also may or may 

not require the use of external contractors, depending on crew availability, crew 

capabilities, equipment restrictions, and the complexity of the job. 
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 Figure 9 provides several implications with regard to the low priority response 

process. First, it highlights the critical role of the command center, part of the Distribution 

Control Branch (DCB), which is not the branch sponsoring this project. Therefore, no 

changes in the DCB’s workflow will be proposed as this is beyond the DMB’s control. Only 

workflow changes that alter the nature of coordination with the DCB are valid. Figure 9 

additionally illustrates the degree of coordination between different actors that is required 

to perform a repair in the District. The depicted workflow includes 27 messages involving 

13 actors, 7 of which are internal to DC water and 4 of which are external organizations 

such as Miss Utility and DDOT. Communication and coordination between internal 

branches and external organizations carries inherent limitations and deficiencies. 

 The asset repair process is not analyzed or modeled in this study. This decision was 

made after preliminary data analysis discovered that the repair process is responsible for 

less than two percent of the total average duration of low-priority incidents. For further 

details, see section 1. 

1.3 Role of Maximo Asset Management System® 
 The software used to process incidents is called Maximo Asset Management by IBM. 

The software is ideal for utility services because it provides tools to enforce protocols and 

share information regarding inventory, resources, and personnel. Maximo provides 

modules for managing assets, work, services, contracts, inventories, and procurements.  

Work orders are created for all incidents and data is stored for analysis and 

documentation. The DMB plans to implement more functionality of Maximo in the near 

future as most employees are familiar with the software at this time.  

1.4 Data Properties and Limitations 

 Operational history for the last seven years was provided by the DMB. This included 

more than 14,000 work orders with 22 associated fields per work order. Most of the data is 

qualitative, providing information such as work order number, assigned crew, location, etc. 

There are three quantitative fields: “Reported date”, “Actual start” and “Actual finish”. 

These fields were used to calculate the metrics defined in Table III. These metrics are used 

to describe the utility’s performance throughout the report. 

Table III - Performance Metrics 

Response Delay 
Time elapsed between the moment the incident is reported (Reported 
date) and the moment the repair is initiated (Actual start). 
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Repair Duration 
Time elapsed between the moment the repair is initiated (Actual start) 
to the moment the repair is finished (Actual finish). 

Total Response 
Time 

Time elapsed between the moment the call is reported (Reported date) 
to the moment the repair is completed (Actual finish). 

 

 Figure 10 provides a timeline of the DMB’s operations as recorded into Maximo®. 

The calculated performance metrics defined in Table III are shown in red. The reported 

date is logged digitally by the command center while the actual start and actual finish are 

entered manually by the repair crew foremen. 

 
Figure 10 – Data properties 

 Division of the data in this manner provides a means to separate the repair process 

from the pre-repair process. The total response time metric provides a way to assess the 

overall quality of service as provided to the ratepayer. The only processes for which 

quantitative data is available are the repair process and the response delay, as defined in 

Table III. Quantitative data for pre-repair processes such as obtaining approval, conducting 

on-site assessment, and scheduling disruptions is not available as there is no status system 

in place to record these states. 
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Table IV - Free-text fields in dataset 

Field Description Entered by 

WO_DESC Results of initial investigation Investigation crews 

WORK ORDER 
ADDITIONAL 

REMARKS 

Information describing the 
repair process as performed by 
repair crews 

Repair crew foreman 

REMARK 
Optional field. Often contains 
reference numbers, planning 
notes and preliminary steps. 

Repair crew foreman 

 The entire pre-repair workflow is unrecorded, with only the fields listed in table IV 

providing additional information on the repair and occasionally the pre-repair process. 

Focus was therefore shifted toward expert opinion of DMB staff to estimate the duration of 

pre-repair processes. 

 When assessing priority-based performance using the dataset, the sponsor 

recommended that only work orders created during or after year 2014 should be 

considered [4]. The reason lies behind the progressive implementation of the priority 

system described in section 1.2. 

1.6 Failure Types and Seasonal Variation 

 Typical repairs and maintenance requested by DMB include: Mains, Valves, 

Hydrants, Meters, Services, Cutoffs, Jobsite, and Manholes. The number of work orders by 

failure type was analyzed for the year 2015 to determine which repairs are requested most 

frequently. The results from that analysis are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 – 2015 Incidents by failure type 

Water meters, water mains, and service line repairs make up 83% of the work 

orders in 2015. Repairs classified as hydrants, cutoffs, manholes, and other comprise the 

remainder of the work orders. The “other” failure category includes repairs related to sump 

pumps or sinkholes. 

Emergency incident volume is impacted by season and weather conditions as 

illustrated by Figure 12. These incidents increase by 54% during winter due to the 

escalation of each incident caused by freezing temperatures. 

 

Figure 12 - Seasonal work order volume 
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 The dynamic nature of the priority system leads to low priority work orders 

received earlier in the year to be re-classified as high priority work orders. For example, a 

minor leak left unattended may escalate to a high priority issue during winter due to icy 

conditions. 

1.7 DMB Historical and Current Performance 

 Performance of the utility was evaluated against DMB internal requirements which 

are as follows [6]: 

 Respond to all Emergency Maintenance requests for linear water distribution assets. 

 Respond to priority 5 work orders same day or within 24 hours.  

 Respond to priority 4 work orders the next business day or within 48 hours. 

 Respond to priority 3 work orders within 15 days. 

 For fiscal year 2017, reduce by 90% the backlog of work orders that have been open 

for greater than 60 days. 

 Use in-house resources whenever possible. 

 Overall, the DMB seeks to minimize response times and maximize utilization of in-

house resources. With regard to the latter requirement, analysis on the year 2016 found 

that less than 20 percent of work orders utilized contracted crews. While the sponsor 20% 

as an industry standard, the DMB nevertheless seeks to maximize use of in-house repair 

crews due to contracted crews carrying a higher cost. 

 The utility indicated that performance regarding high-priority response times is 

acceptable, despite failing to meet internal requirements. Maximum effort is exerted to 

rectify each high-priority failure using all available resources, and as such, delays in high 

priority incidents are believed to be unavoidable and reflect the uncertain nature of water 

distribution maintenance [6]. As such, decreasing response times for these incidents will be 

investigated on a limited basis. 

 A substantial performance gap exists between the historical and target response 

time for low priority work orders, as depicted in Figure 13, which also shows the lognormal 

distribution fit. Low priority incidents take an average of 83.9 days to complete, more than 

five times the target mean with a large standard deviation of 155 days. The requirement 

associated with reducing the backlog is directly related to the performance gap. 
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Figure 13 - Low-priority total response distribution 

 Implementation of the priority system minimizes the monetary, safety, and quality 

impact of emergency failures. However, this naturally comes at the expense of low priority 

response quality which is defined by response time duration. Disparity in response times 

between high and low-priority work orders can be seen in Figure 14, where the average 

response delay for work orders of priority 1 to 3 is more than five times higher than work 

orders of priority 4 and 5. 

 The priority system favors high-priority incidents by design. The increased urgency 

associated with work orders classified as high-priority carries with it the inherent decrease 

in the sense of urgency associated with those work orders identified as being low priority. 

This causes low priority work orders to accumulate a backlog, defined as any work order 

opened for longer than 60 days.  According to the sponsor, repair crews performing low 

priority incident repairs are often reassigned to emergency failure sites, resulting in 

postponement of the former incident. 

 Partitioning of the quantitative data elements as described in section 1. allowed for 

analysis of each work order in two different segments: response delay and repair duration. 

Results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 14. The y-axes in both graphs were 

intentionally kept the same to show the large gap between repair duration means and the 

time it takes to begin the repair. 
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Figure 14 - Response delays compared to repair durations 

 The repair process accounts for less than two percent of the total incident duration 

of low-priority work orders. Primary focus is therefore placed on pre-repair workflow, 

since nearly all delays evidently occur in this scheduling phase, described in next section. 

1.8 Low Priority Work Order Scheduling Process 

The response workflow for low priority incidents is fundamentally different from their 

high priority counterparts, with the former entailing a complex scheduling process. For low 

priority work orders, additional measures are taken to minimize inconvenience and cost as 

it relates to all stakeholders. For example, before initiating a water main repair the DMB 

must request a designated crew from the Distribution and Control Branch (DCB) to close 

the required valves and isolate the circuit. This requires a minimum 48 hour notice to all 

affected customers. The utility is not required to provide notice when addressing 

emergency failures due to their urgency. Low priority work orders should therefore be 

scheduled cautiously with process dependencies taken into account. Due to the multiple 

coordination processes involved, work orders can stay open for months at a time. 

The DMB currently has no standard methodology dictating the scheduling process for 

low priority repairs. Among the three crew foremen, each utilizes a unique and 

undocumented scheduling methodology with no status system, recorded data or 

accountability. The logic used to process emergency incidents can be seen in Figure 9, with 

tasks pertaining to the DMB marked in red. The seven tasks performed by the crew 

foremen contain each preliminary step which much be completed before a repair crew is 

dispatched to repair an asset. The site must be fully prepared before a repair crew arrives, 

with utility lines marked, pressure relieved, and parking signs posted as needed. 
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Figure 15 - Swim lane diagram representation of DMB's incident response workflow [] 

Completing preliminary steps in series as depicted in figure 9 is effective for processing 

emergency incidents due to immediate responses by external organizations and urgent 

internal resource allocation. For low priority incidents, however, the same logic cannot be 

used due to larger process durations. For example, Miss Utility is mandated by law to 

respond to a marking request involving an emergency failure within two hours. For low 

priority failures, however, it takes several days to perform the same task. Due to larger 

delays, low priority work orders must be scheduled methodically utilizing parallel 

processing in order to minimize response delay as defined in Table III. 

Emergency workflow logic is also susceptible to expiration and redundant repetition of 

processes such as the Emergency Work Order (EWR) request and Miss Utility marking 
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request. Each of these time-sensitive processes are initiated early which runs the risk of 

their expiration and subsequent repetition, a common occurrence according to the sponsor 

[]. Utility markings are only valid for a period of seven days and a EWR is valid for only 72 

hours. Scheduling a service disruption is a downstream process which carries an average 

delay of 8.0 days, requiring the first two processes to be repeated given an average delay. 

Scheduling tasks pertaining to low priority work orders are listed below and 

accompanied with a description and estimated probability distribution or delay constant. 

Distributions are based on expert opinion provided by the general foreman, crew foremen, 

and general manager as well as qualitative analysis of free-text fields within the data 

provided. 

1. Assess site 

Site assessments are performed by the crew foreman if the initial DCB investigative 

report contains insufficient information. This process involves the crew foreman 

visiting the site and gathering additional incident information. 

 

2. Request Miss Utility markings 

Service by Miss Utility must be requested before any repair is begun. The service 

consists of the organization arriving at the job site and marking all utility lines such 

as power, electrical, water, and fiber optic cables. This is a preliminary step which is 

mandated by law and is designed to prevent lines belonging to another utility (e.g. 

PEPCO) being damaged during the excavation process. Markings are only valid for 7 

days, after which no work can be performed until they are re-marked. 
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3. Obtain necessary DDOT permits 

This process refers to the request for a EWR by the District Department of 

Transportation (DDOT). While the process is completed within minutes and the 

permit delivered digitally, it is only valid for 72 hours from the time of request. 

4. Prepare site 

Site preparation is performed by the crew foreman and involves the posting of “No 

Parking” signs, modified bus routes, and marking of work area which prevents 

access by unauthorized personnel. No parking signs must be posted for a minimum 

of 24 hours before they can be enforced. 

 

5. Coordinate valve shutoff (service disruption) 
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DCB valve crews are dispatched upon request by DMB to coordinate with customers 

to determine scheduling parameters which define the times in which service 

disruptions can be experienced and repairs performed. Communication delays are 

associated with contacting businesses and residential properties affected by an 

incident. 

 

 

6. Coordinate equipment 

Crew foremen locate and sign out the equipment required to perform a repair. 

Trucks and field equipment undergoing preventive maintenance or repairs cause 

delays requiring postponement of repairs. 

 

7. Coordinate materials (acquire parts) 
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Repair crews contain common parts in stock. However, if a repair requires a part 

that is not in stock, it is special ordered by the parts procurement branch of DC 

Water with delivery time provided. In some cases, unique parts are designed with 

exact specifications requested by the repair crews [4]. 

 

8. Coordinate staffing 

Once the scheduling parameters described in the previous section are provided, 

notifications must be provided to customers before repairs have begun. These 

include no parking signs, notifications of water disruptions, and redirection of 

traffic. 

 

9. Request UFA investigation 

Trees are given their own category due to the unique delay they create as well as the 

frequency of occurrence. Water distribution assets are often buried under trees or 

tree roots which require an extensive approval process as well as specialized 

equipment. The association of an incident with trees creates extensive delays due to 

the added complexity of the repair. 
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1.9 Ambient Temperature and Water Main Break Volume 
An analysis was performed by acquiring historical weather data and plotting it alongside 

water main break data over an eight year period [6 from IEEE]. Weather data was recorded 

at DCA airport, whose close proximity to the District (less than five miles) allows it to be 

used in this study. It contains daily statistics such as minimum, maximum, and average 

temperatures. 
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Figure 4 contains a plot with minimum ambient temperature and cumulative main break 

time series plotted using weekly time steps. Qualitative analysis of the time series suggests 

that high cumulative weekly failures are correlated with large temperature deviations and 

minimum temperatures. 

 

2.0 Stakeholder Analysis 
Primary stakeholders are defined as the entities with a direct interaction with DC 

Water. The secondary stakeholders are defined as entities that interact with the DMB when 

work orders are requested.  

2.1 Primary Stakeholders 
 Table V lists all stakeholders of the DMB’s operations. Their goals and contributions 

are described as follows. DC Water’s main mission is to be a world-class water utility by 

providing residents and visitors of the District high quality water service in an 

environmentally safe and efficient manner. The ratepayers or consumers desire reliable 
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and clean drinking water at minimal costs with quality customer service. In this context, 

customer service is reflected by the response delay to work orders. 

Table V - Primary stakeholders of DC Water 

 

 The Board of Directors of DC Water establishes policies, sets rates, and determines 

charges to maintain a good bond rating that increases revenues and minimizes debt. 

Investors of DC Water, referred to as Loop Capital Markets include major financial 

institutions such as Wells Fargo and Goldman Sachs. These investors provide a large, long 

term, and low risk investment for DC Water to be operational. The returns on the 

investment are disbursed from bonds issued by DC Water to the general public. In order to 

pay off debt to Loop Capital Markets DC Water works alongside financial advisors. The 

advisors and DC Water develop a debt financial plan along with DC water to assist in 

planning debt repayment strategies and increase bond sales [1]. Labor unions protect their 

members' wages, working conditions, and pensions by providing various types of services 

(legal, legislative, technical, educational, etc.). The union members may include DMB staff 

and DC Water employees who desire additional benefits or support. The members oversee 

employee related regulations, protocols, and working conditions maintained by the board 

of directors. The labor union members that view any regulation, protocol, or working 

environment/condition as unlawful or unfair may report the issue to their union so the 

issue can be challenged or repealed. 
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2.1 Primary Stakeholder Tensions 
 Figure 16 depicts the interactions amongst the stakeholders and the tensions that 

arise from such interactions. At the center of the diagram is our sponsor and main 

stakeholder, DC Water. DC Water is further broken down to identify the stakeholders 

within DC Water that are involved in the scheduling of maintenance or repairs. The 

stakeholder tensions are depicted by the red ovals. 

 

Figure 16 - Primary stakeholder tension diagram 

 Tension 1 described in Figure 16 lies between DC Water and its consumers. 

Ratepayers in the District are also vital stakeholders that expect consistent, quality service 

from DMB and wish to minimize rate increases. High response times inconvenience 

ratepayers who want complaints resolved as soon as possible. In light of increasing utility 

bills as a result of infrastructure renewal projects, customers hold higher expectations with 

regard to service quality. DMB seeks to address this tension by reducing response times. 

 The board of directors sets rates for the consumers of the service and also controls 

the operational budget and debt of DC Water. This interaction is referred to as tension 4 in 

Figure 9. If the operational budget granted to the DMB is too small and necessitates 

adjustments for daily operations, the DMB may lose confidence and support toward the 
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board of directors. Insufficient operational budgets may negatively impact the quality of 

customer service provided by both the DMB and DC Water as a whole.  

 A third tension arises between DC Water and the labor unions. Under new 

leadership since 2010, DC Water has made a rebranding effort which involves a new name, 

logo and website. Among the efforts was a push to improve public image and provide 

greater value to customers [2 from IEEE]. Given this new posture, tensions exist between 

the organization’s leadership and unionized staff. Process changes proposed as a result of 

this study must not undermine the interests of staff. They must take fairness of dispatch 

into account and provide suggestions which benefit both stakeholders. Any regulations 

deemed unlawful or unnecessary by the union members will be challenged or revised 

through support from the unions. The unions provide support in this situation by providing 

legal and legislative resources. 

 2.2 Secondary Stakeholders 

The table below summarizes the goals and contributions toward DC Water of each 

secondary stakeholder: 

Table VI - Secondary stakeholders of DC Water 
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2.3 Secondary Stakeholder Tensions 
 Tension 5 shown in the upper left hand corner of Figure 17 exists due to the 

potential for corruption present in the competitive bidding process utilized by DC Water to 

obtain assets for repairs. For example, the asset vendors could bid rig, which is when 

vendors agree which vendor will “win” the current bid for work. On the other hand, DC 

Water may also attempt to corrupt the bidding process by favoring a particular vendor 

over others when reviewing bids. 

 The next tension is between Miss Utility and the DMB. Any work order that requires 

excavation to resolve a failure must coordinate with Miss Utility. Miss Utility grants 

permission to excavate after coordinating with other utilities that have service lines in the 

repair area. The other utilities tag their service lines in the repair location by spray painting 

a specific color that corresponds to the type of underground service. The service tags 

inform DMB of the work restrictions in the repair area and how to go about fixing the 

needed repair. 

 

Figure 17 - Secondary stakeholder tension diagram 
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2.4 Win-win Analysis 

 

Figure 18 - Win-win analysis 

3.0 Problem and Need 
 The cost of living in the District of Columbia is the highest in the country according 

to a 2014 report by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS report includes the cost of 

necessary utilities such as water, which are among the highest in the nation [12]. 

Furthermore, DC Water has reported increases of 13.7% in the cost of water service to D.C. 

residents and visitors in the fiscal year 2017. This discovery has prompted the organization 

to prioritize minimization of service cost under the constraint of maintaining industry-wide 

quality standards [13]. 

 Gaps in the operational efficiency of utility providers proportionately translate to 

unnecessary increases in monthly utility bills and declines in service quality as experienced 

by customers. It is in the interest of all stakeholders to minimize the cost of utility services 

in the District for the purpose of maintaining its residential and commercial viability. 

 The Distribution and Maintenance Branch (DMB) is a branch of DC Water and the 

sponsor of this capstone project. DMB seeks to pursue the greater organization’s objectives 

of cost reduction and quality standards compliance by way of optimizing day-to-day 

operations. To this end, the DMB has suggested several internal areas of improvement that 

directly impact cost and quality of service [14] to ratepayers. Suggestions were evaluated 
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against the current performance of the branch using historical operational data and the 

following problems and needs were identified. 

3.1 Problem Statements 
P.1 Low priority work orders are subject to large delays (µ = 84 days, σ = 142 days) that 

reduce service quality. 

P.2 Unanticipated failure surges in winter months increase reliance on contracted repair 

crews (20%) at additional cost. 

3.2 Need Statements 
N.1 There is a need for the DMB to streamline the scheduling process for low priority work 

orders. 

N.2 There is a need to acquire a main break forecasting ability. 

4.0 Concept of Operations 
 Two models shall be developed for the purpose of addressing both needs identified 

in the previous section: a Workflow Streamlining System (WSS) and a Failure Prediction 

System (FPS). WSS is designed to address N.1 and FPS is designed to address N.2. Their 

operational concepts are listed below and the design concepts depicted in Figure 19. 

1.0 Workflow Streamlining System (WSS): WSS is a queuing simulation that models the 

utility’s workflow and provides resource schedules, dispatch methods and process 

sequences that minimize response times. A design of experiment identifies process 

improvements which provide the largest impact on total response times. 

2.0 Failure Prediction System (FPS): FPS is a web-based application developed to 

provide daily and weekly main break volume forecasts. Forecasts are to be used for 

dynamically adjusting repair crew schedules. 
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Failure Prediction System (FPS)

Workflow Streamlining System (WSS)

 

Weather 
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Figure 19 - Proposed Models 

 WSS will utilize operational data provided by the sponsor to calculate probability 

distributions that model process durations and other random variables such as incoming 

call volume. WSS will also rely on estimated probability distributions to model the 

processes for which there is no available data. A queuing system model of DMB’s workflow 

will be created for the purpose of generating sensitivity analyses that determine the impact 

of process modifications on time-based quality of service. Modification of process 

parameters and sequences will provide an analysis that determines the quantitative impact 

of scheduling processes to the total duration of a work order. These parameters include 

average time, variance, and other parametric modifications that alter the probability 

distribution behavior and characteristics and behavior. 

  WSS will also be used to generate alternative workflows that meet or exceed the 

performance requirements defined in MR 1.0. Alternative dispatch methods, crew 

schedules, and process sequences will be explored to generate various workflow 

configurations. Using analysis of time-based quality measures, the most efficient workflows 

will be identified, creating optimal scheduling methodologies for processing work orders 

that contain restrictive processes. The result of this analysis would be the formulation of a 

schedule manual containing standardized processing and scheduling protocols for low-

priority work orders that match certain scenarios. This schedule manual would be used 

daily by crew foremen to schedule each low priority work order. Use of optimal scheduling 

practices will maximize operational efficiency due to lower incident response times and 

maximum utilization of resources. 
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 The Failure Prediction System will consist of a forecasting algorithm deployed as a 

web-based application. It will query a weather service to obtain recent weather history and 

forecasted conditions. The Failure Prediction System, which will have been trained using 

large sets of historical weather and DMB operational data, will provide a time-based graph 

that illustrates multi-step forecasted main break volume in daily and weekly formats. This 

information will be used by the general foreman to schedule the optimum number of crews 

based on anticipated incident volume in times of large weather variation such as seasonal 

transitions and precipitation. User behavior diagrams for each model are illustrated and 

described in the next section. 

4.1 User Behavior Diagrams 
 User behavior diagrams provided in this section describe system behavior during 

anticipated operational scenarios. Each use-case diagram is accompanied with a sequence 

diagram depicting the operational scenario illustrated in the use-case diagram. Additional 

functions created during the system design process will be accompanied by user behavior 

diagrams depicting the derived operational scenario(s). 

4.1.1 Workflow Streamlining System 
Preconditions: There is a backlog of work orders and the crew foreman is scheduling 

repairs. The crew foreman seeks to determine optimal methods of scheduling backlogged 

work orders based on details of investigative reports. These reports include details on the 

restrictions faced by the work order such as tree blocking asset, complexity of repair, and 

required coordination with other utility or affected property. 

Primary scenario:  The crew foreman opens schedule manual and obtains a recommended 

workflow, uses it to perform scheduling processes in the order specific, routes work order 

to a repair crew, and the repair crew lead worker provides periodic status updates 

throughout the repair process. 

Exceptions: Work order is a priority 5 (requires immediate attention). 

Postconditions: Crew foreman continues to process the next work order in the backlog. 
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Crew Foreman Generate workflows

Identify restrictive processes

Process low-priority repair orders<<extend>>

<<include>>

Process high-priority repair orders

<<extend>>

 
Figure 20 WSS Use Case Diagram 

Workflow 
Streamlining System

Crew Foreman

Request workflow

Provide work order details

Recommended workflow

Repair Crew Lead 
Worker

Route work order

Provide periodic status updates

 
Figure 21 - WSS High Level Sequence Diagram 

4.1.2 Failure Prediction System 
Preconditions: The general foreman seeks to set repair crew schedules for a future time 

period. 

Primary scenario:  The general foreman opens the FPS web application, requests incident 

volume prediction for a time period (e.g. weekend) by entering dates, the FPS queries the 

weather database for a 10-day weather history, the weather database provides 10-day 

weather history, the FPS queries the weather database for a short and long term weather 

forecast, the weather database replies with a short and long term weather forecast, the FPS 
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provides the general foreman calculated daily and weekly incident volume for the 

requested time periods. 

Exceptions: The time period for which prediction is requested exceeds 72 hours or 3 

weeks. 

Postconditions: The general foreman proceeds with scheduling repair crews based on 

incident volume forecast. 

General Foreman Provide future incident volume

Provide previous 10-day weather 
history

Provide short and long term 
weather forecast

<<include>>

<<include>>

 

Figure 22 - FPS Use Case Diagram 

Weather Database
Failure Prediction 

System

Request 10 day history

reply

Request weather forecast

reply

General Foreman

Incident volume forecast

Open web application

Request incident volume

 

Figure 23 - FPS Sequence Diagram 
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5.0 Requirements 

5.1 Mission Requirements 
 Mission requirements were derived from the DMB’s self-defined performance goals, 

sponsor recommendations, and current performance [6]. 2015 was selected as the base 

year from which response performance requirements were derived. Discussion with the 

sponsor determined that 20 percent was a reasonable performance improvement for the 

given metric. Crew scheduling and overtime spending requirements were derived from the 

DMB’s self-defined requirements [6]. A prediction accuracy requirement was derived from 

discussion with the sponsor and faculty advisor and based on feasibility and practicality. 

MR 1.0 The system shall minimize the total duration of low priority work orders. 

 MR 1.1 The system shall ensure that the annual average duration of incidents 

 classified as priority three or lower does not exceed 72 days, a 20% reduction 

 from the base year 2015. 

 MR 1.2 The system shall ensure that the annual average duration of incidents 

 classified as priority four or five improves or remains unchanged when compared to 

 the base year 2015. 

MR 2.0 The system shall maximize the utilization of in-house crews whenever possible. 

 MR 2.1 The system shall ensure that on an annual basis, no more than 20% of work 

 orders utilize contracted crews. 

MR 3.0 The system shall minimize the amount of overtime hours worked by all repair crew 

staff. 

 MR 3.1 The system shall ensure that all repair crew staff are scheduled to work no 

 more than 45 hours per week. 

MR 4.0 The system shall provide a time-based prediction of the volume of water asset 

failures. 

MR 4.1 The system shall exhibit a prediction capability with an R2 equal to or 

greater than 0.50. 
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5.2 Workflow Streamlining System (WSS) Simulation Requirements 

 WSS simulation requirements originate from the sponsor’s feedback, structure and 

limitations of the dataset, limits of the DMB’s operational reach and general modeling 

principles. Random variables such modelling undocumented process durations are to be 

modeled using estimated probability distribution types and parameter(s). These 

estimations shall be based on suggestions by the sponsor and feedback from subject matter 

experts. 

WSS SR 1.0 The simulation shall model the DMB’s workflow as accurately as possible. 

WSS SR 2.0 The simulation shall calculate probability distributions types and parameters 

to model random variables for which data is available. 

WSS SR 3.0 The simulation shall estimate probability distribution types and parameters to 

model random variables for which no data is available. 

WSS SR 3.0 The simulation shall simulate workflow from the moment the investigation is 

completed to the moment the repair is completed. 

WSS SR 4.0 The simulation shall be subject to as many replications as is required to 

achieve a 95% confidence interval. 

WSS SR 5.0 The simulation shall be subject to as many replications as is required to 

achieve a half-width of 4 percent of the baseline mean total response time. 

WSS SR 6.0 The simulation shall assess the utility of several workflow configurations by 

comparing time-based quality measures for each process. 

5.3 Failure Prediction System (FPS) Design Requirements 

FPS design requirements dictate the nature and format of forecasting data provided. 

FPS 1.0 FPS shall provide the cumulative volume of water main breaks. 

FPS 2.0 FPS shall provide a three-week water main break forecast.  

FPS 3.0 FPS shall provide a five-day water main break forecast.  
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7.0 Workflow Streamlining System 

7.1 Simulation 
WSS is a comprehensive model of the utility’s response workflow, with separate 

processes for emergency work orders and low priority work orders. Resources are shared 

between the two parallel workflows. Due to the focus on low priority work orders, their 

corresponding response process is modelled in greater detail than the emergency response 

process. Figure 24 depicts the simulation with embedded submodels. The simulation tool 

of choice is Arena discrete-event simulation software. 

 

Figure 24 - WSS simulation 

 Operational data provided by the sponsor was utilized to derive probability 

distributions that model process durations and other random variables such as interarrival 

times. Processes for which there is no available time data were modelled using estimated 

distribution types and parameters. This process was guided by expert opinion provided by 

DMB staff and analysis of free-text fields containing remarks and date stamps 

corresponding to each work order. 

Process dependencies were identified to obtain the ideal process sequences. For 

example: coordination of staffing, materials, and equipment for a meter replacement is a 

process which can only be performed after tree removal is authorized or rejected by the 

Urban Forestry Administration (UFA). Depending on the UFA’s assessment, the DMB must 

either perform a typical meter replacement or re-route water supply plumbing in order to 
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bypass the meter embedded within tree roots. Staffing, materials, and equipment are all 

dependent on the UFA’s decision. 

The simulation was developed with a number of modelling assumptions and constraints. 

Low priority incidents assigned to contractors are omitted due to negligible 3.4 percent 

historical utilization prompted entirely by complexity of repair. Further, the repair process 

is not modelled due to variation in circumstances involving each repair. Use of quantitative 

data is limited to 2015 records due to it being the latest complete year with the most 

reliable data [6 from IEEE]. It should be noted that in 2015, a water meter rehabilitation 

project undertaken by DMB caused a 225 percent annual increase in meter incidents, 90 

percent of which are low priority. 

7.2 Submodels 
Analysis of free-text remarks fields which contained scheduling information exposed the 

schedule-heavy nature of meter incidents. 46 percent of meters incidents belonged to 

problem codes associated with lack of access, 8 percent of which involved the asset being 

embedded in tree roots. A comprehensive scheduling workflow was therefore developed 

for scheduling meter incidents due to the large impact of scheduling delays and the sheer 

volume of meter incidents. The derived workflow is depicted in figure 10 below. 
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Scheduling workflow was divided into three phases: external processes, internal 

resource planning, and scheduling. Phase I consists of processes with the longest estimated 

durations and the least number of dependencies. Phase II consists of internal resource 

coordination involving staffing, materials, and equipment. Lastly, phase III consists of 

short-duration time-sensitive scheduling processes such as request utility markings, 

prepare site, and schedule emergency work order with DDOT. Services and mains were 

combined into a single workflow due to 86 percent of these incidents being associated with 

leaks which require similar scheduling practices. Lastly, a generalized scheduling workflow 

was generated for the remaining failure types. 

7.3 Verification Testing 
Three replications of a 365 day simulation were run to model a typical year and generate 

the required statistical precision. Work order output statistics passed verification testing 

with simulation values within reasonable proximity to the utility’s historical data. A 

summary of simulation output averages compared with the DMB’s recorded averages is 

provided in Table I.  

Simulation output errors are within acceptable ranges of 10% for repair durations and 

20% for number of work orders. Error tolerances were established using variance 

observed in historical operational data. The scheduling delay time cannot be verified due to 

lack of recorded data. Therefore, WOS is run using workflow configurations derived by 

analyzing process dependencies and parallel processing opportunities. 

Simulation Block Probability Distribution 
Sim 

Output 
DMB 

historical 
% error 

Asset repair meters N(0.146, 0.17) 0.1595 0.146 9.25% 

Asset repair services and mains -0.001 + EXPO(0.247) 0.2471 0.2466 0.20% 

Asset repair others -0.001 + EXPO(0.161) 0.1631 0.16 1.94% 

Emergency interarrival 
-0.001 + LOGN(0.796, 

3.57) 
483 529 8.70% 

Low priority interarrival -0.001 + WEIB(0.21, 0.538) 1002 869 15.30% 

Total work orders 1485 1398 6.22% 
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7.4 Design of Experiment 
In the design of experiment outlined in Table II, improvements are proposed for restrictive 

processes to determine the overall effect on the DMB’s workflow and reduce response 

times. 

By reducing the average site assessment time by 0.5 hours, the response time for low 

priority incidents is reduced by over four days, the number of completed scheduled work 

orders has increased, and the crew foreman utilization is reduced. This proposed change is 

implemented by encouraging more detailed recordkeeping from investigation crews 

belonging to DCB. The next proposed change is to decrease the average wait time for the 

Urban Forestry Administration (UFA) to investigate a proposed tree removal. Currently, 

the DMB holds off on submitting investigation requests to the UFA until multiple requests 

have accumulated.  
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METERS WORKFLOW 

Run 
Inputs Outputs (µ) 

Assess 
site 

Request 
UFA 

Locate 
equipment 

Locate 
meter 

Total 
time LP 

Crew 
utilization 

Foreman 
utilization 

1 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(1.2, 0.15) 23.780 0.615 0.265 

2 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(1.2, 0.15) 23.470 0.611 0.230 

3 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(1.2, 0.15) 18.971 0.626 0.267 

4 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(1.2, 0.15) 18.970 0.626 0.233 

5 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(1.2, 0.15) 23.880 0.611 0.262 

6 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(1.2, 0.15) 23.379 0.616 0.231 

7 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(1.2, 0.15) 18.791 0.624 0.266 

8 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(1.2, 0.15) 18.707 0.624 0.233 

9 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(0.5, 0.02) 21.070 0.479 0.263 

10 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(0.5, 0.02) 20.979 0.480 0.230 

11 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(0.5, 0.02) 15.827 0.485 0.266 

12 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 2.0, 1.2) N(0.5, 0.02) 15.678 0.486 0.232 

13 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(0.5, 0.02) 20.989 0.476 0.261 

14 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(25.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(0.5, 0.02) 20.906 0.479 0.230 

15 
N(1.7, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(0.5, 0.02) 15.628 0.486 0.267 

16 
N(0.8, 
0.05) EXPO(7.0) TRIA(0, 1.2, 0.7) N(0.5, 0.02) 15.635 0.488 0.235 

Main 
effect 0.151 5.031 0.104 2.905 

   
 

Results indicate that if the DMB were to individualize UFA investigations, the low priority 

response time and the amount of completed orders would both improve. Lastly, this 

experimental design measures the effects of improving the average parts procurement 

delay by one day by optimizing parts inventory using historical data, an effort currently 

under way. 
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7.5 Results 
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7.6 Recommendations 

Implement proposed workflows for each failure type 

Improve workflow processes with the largest impacts: 

UFA communication 

Information sharing 

Shutoff scheduling 

Incorporate status system into work order scheduling process 
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6.0 Failure Prediction System  
 The Failure Prediction System utilizes a Nonlinear Autoregressive with Exogenous 
Input (NARX) model to learn nonlinear relationships between weather conditions and 
failure volumes. The equation describing a NARX model can be seen below. 

 

 NARX models are designed to predict a series y(t) using past values of y(t) and 
another series x(t), which is the exogenous input. The function used to implement this 
model in FPS is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), whose architecture can be seen in 
Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 - Neural network architecture 

 The ANN is designed, trained, tested, and validated using the Neural Network 

Toolbox (NNT) provided in MATLAB®. ANN architecture modification, normalization of 

data, selection of weather inputs, and modification of parameters will be guided by past 

studies, expert opinion, statistical methods and analysis of preliminary results. NNT 

provides the underlying GUI, tutorials, and functions required to successfully develop an 

ANN prediction model. Model output formats include mathematical functions, Simulink® 

models and Microsoft Excel add-ins. 

The ANN employed in this solution is a Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) which uses 

time-series data to predict sequences given past states and inputs. The input series x(t) can 

contain multiple elements. Past values of output series y(t) are used in TDNNs as inputs 

into the model and the number of required delay states is an adjustable property of 

network architecture. Use of delay states to predict an output series is highly applicable to 

this problem given the soil-pipe temperature lag present in the WDS domain. Water mains 

buried as deep as 15 feet underground can take several days to react to temperature 

fluctuations, causing a delayed response. 
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6.1 ANN Architecture 

6.1.1 Weekly Model 

Data used to train and test the weekly model consisted of 246 weekly time steps and was 

divided randomly with 66 percent and 44 percent used for training and testing, 

respectfully. Despite the existence of an eight year data set, DMB suggested use of post-

2012 data, citing concerns of poor quality in earlier periods. The four year data set contains 

noticeable variance in both series during each peak (as depicted in figure 4), suggesting 

that it provides a practical tradeoff between error minimization and generalization. 

To improve generalization while minimizing mean square error (MSE), Bayesian 

regularization was selected as the training algorithm. Initial training with the default 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm generated unsatisfactory results. The algorithm reported 

high accuracy for the large training data set (R2 = 0.92) but low accuracy in the testing and 

validation outputs (average R2 ≈ 0.59) which is a sign of overfitting. This is caused by the 

algorithm’s emphasis on local minima and MSE minimization. Bayesian regularization 

demonstrated higher accuracy under the same conditions across both training and testing 

data segments. This is due to the algorithm’s ability to ignore noise and improve 

generalization with the use of additional parameters and adaptive weight minimization. 

Note that this algorithm does not use a validation set. 

  MSE Division 

Training 3.03 65.0% 

Testing 27.45 35.0% 

Algorithm Bayesian regularization 
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6.1.2 Daily Model 

The daily model uses only one input which is the minimum daily temperature. This 

achieved a max R2 value of 0.95, though this model is believed to be slightly overfitted. 

Additional parameters would generalize the model and provide a more accurate forecast. 

ANN training logs and model architecture is included in the appendix. 

6.2 Results and Performance 

The model’s testing performance with the smaller data set is critical to determine its 

feasibility as a forecasting tool. Time series output of the weekly model in figure 

demonstrates its performance when compared to target values extracted from the utility’s 

historical data. Random division of the training and testing data points is also visible in the 

response plot. 
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A multilinear regression analysis determined the ideal input parameters for the weekly 

model. These inputs include weekly minimum temperature, standard deviation of weekly 

temperature, average daily temperature difference, and two additional nonlinear 

combinations. Regression analysis of model output following testing and training can be 

seen in figure 6 below. Overall, the prediction model obtained an R2 value of 0.96. 
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The error histogram indicates that the errors are normally distributed with negligible 

error bias. The FPS ANN models may be deployed as part of an application capable of 
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forecasting weekly and daily failure volumes using weather forecasts as inputs. Forecasts 

from such an application can be used to proactively set winter repair crew schedules. 
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8.0 Business Case 
Utility Maintenance Consulting Services (UMCS) is a water utility consulting service 

whose focus is to provide forecasting tools that allow water utilities to predict emergency 

failures. In addition, WOS will be customized based on the customer’s needs to enhance 

operational efficiency. This will be done by deriving optimum workflows, dispatch 

methods, and schedules for the customer. The product utilizes weather and historical 

repair data. 

Customers will subscribe to the UMCS service on an annual basis with a five-year 

contract. There are 605 water utilities nationwide that lack an ability to forecast incident 

volume [insert link here]. The annual subscription will provide the typical water utility 

customer with easy access to optimized scheduling and maintenance procedures in 

addition to forecasting main break failure tools, translating into reduced operational costs, 

utilization of contracted crews, and improved customer satisfaction. 

 

For example, DC Water has 523 high priority failures per year with an average of 

$10,000 per repair in addition to 769 incidents of utilizing contracted crews in the past 

four years. At a cost of $10,000 per incident, the total sums to $12,920,000. The 

subscription price is 8% of the total which is $1,033,600 per year. 
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Subscribing to the UMCS service will reduce the utility’s reliance on contracted crews. 

For example, during the first year, DC water can reduce its use of contracted crews by 15% 

which translates into savings of $1,153,500. This amount in savings is still greater than 

subscription price and carries other benefits of allowing DC Water to provide high quality 

services in efficient manner and reduce the backlog of work orders. Further business case 

analysis for UMCS indicates that the break-even point will be reached after the first year 

with 93% ROI, first 5 years with 393% ROI, and 10 years with 1209% ROI. 

Years  NPV Value  

5 $19,375,000 

10 $66,308,000 
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9.0 Project Plan 

8.1 Work Breakdown Structure 
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Figure 26 - Work Breakdown Structure 

8.2 Schedule 
Project schedule is derived from the WBS shown in Figure 26 and the deliverable 

due dates. We are applying an iterative design approach toward the completion of this 

project because we intend to continuously improve our project throughout the span of the 

academic year. Unlike the traditional waterfall method of design where tasks are 

completed in full one at a time, an iterative design process divides the project into phases 

and the tasks in each phase are improved continuously.  Each phase of our system is 
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scheduled in terms of project briefing deadlines because specific major tasks are required 

for each briefing. Adjustments will be made to improve our design after receiving feedback 

from briefings and faculty presentations, or discovering new pertinent information.  

 

Figure 27 - Project schedule part I 
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Figure 28 - Project schedule part II 

8.3 Network Diagram with Critical Path 
The project tasks that must be completed on time to avoid running behind schedule are 

indicated by a pink coloring shown in Figure 29.  
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Figure 29 - Network diagram (critical path in red) 

Task Number Task 

1 Project Plan 

4 Budget 

6 Preliminary Research 

7 Context Analysis 

9 Statement of Work 

10 Stakeholder Analysis 

11 Requirements 

15 Risk Analysis 

18 Simulation Design (DOE) 

23 Data Analysis 

28 Simulation Validation 

32 Deliverables 
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8.4 Budget 
For our project budget, we are assuming that each team member will contribute the 

amount of labor hours shown below. The labor hours were estimated by the total hours 

reported on each team member’s timesheet and style of completing work. Our team will 

charge an hourly rate of $40 due to the average starting salary of a systems engineer in the 

Washington D.C area. The average starting salary in Washington metropolitan area is 

$70,000 which is about $30 per hour. With a 1:1 direct to indirect cost ratio to account for 

overhead, the final hourly rate per member is $80. 

 

Figure 30 - Estimated budget 

 

8.5 Project Risks 
Table VII - Project risks 

Risk Severity Likelihood Detection RPN Mitigation 

Student 
Absence 

3 5 3 45 
Work from home to 
complete required individual 
task 

Group 
Tension 

10 6 1 60 

Come up with mission 
requirements to satisfy all 
group members in addition 
to an agreement policy 
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signed by all group members 

Unqualified 
data 

9 4 8 288 

Use only GMU database to 
search for data or a reliable 
source such as DC water 
company 

Task 
Dissatisfaction 

3 8 3 72 
Make sure each member is 
satisfied with their tasks  

Student slack 9 2 9 162 
All are able to complete their 
assigned task to the fullest. 

 

 

8.6 Product Risk 
Table VIII - Product risk 

Risk Severity Likelihood Detection RPN Mitigation 

Natural Disaster 9 2 8 144 

Prevent error or crash 
by building strong base 

that can tolerate a natural 
disaster. 

Sudden 
structural 

breakdown 
10 1 9 90 

Regular scheduled 
maintenance 

DMB Crew 
shortage 

3 5 3 45 
Subcontract with other 
backup individuals 
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Water main 
break 

10 4 2 80 

Send standby 
professional engineers to 

address and solve 
problem 

Parts delay 8 6 2 96 Optimize inventory 

Contamination 10 2 1 20 

Must include a Mission 
requirement of which pipe 

lockdown is doable to 
prevent spread of 

contaminated water 
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7.8 Code 
0 **WEEKLY MODEL DEPLOYED AS MATLAB FUNCTION – USE THIS TO GENERATE 

FORECASTS** 

1 function [y1,xf1,xf2] = ID17(x1,x2,xi1,xi2) 

2 %MYNEURALNETWORKFUNCTION neural network simulation function. 

3 % 

4 % Generated by Neural Network Toolbox function genFunction, 19-Apr-2017 

12:02:26. 

5 % 

6 % [y1,xf1,xf2] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1,x2,xi1,xi2) takes these 

arguments: 

7 %   x1 = 1xTS matrix, input #1  WEATHER FORECAST 

8 %   x2 = 1xTS matrix, input #2  ZEROS 

9 %   xi1 = 1x7 matrix, initial 7 delay states for input #1. OLD WEATHER 

10 %   xi2 = 1x7 matrix, initial 7 delay states for input #2. OLD FAILURES 
11 % and returns: 
12 %   y1 = 1xTS matrix, output #1 
13 %   xf1 = 1x7 matrix, final 7 delay states for input #1. 
14 %   xf2 = 1x7 matrix, final 7 delay states for input #2. 
15 % where TS is the number of timesteps. 
16   
17 % ===== NEURAL NETWORK CONSTANTS ===== 
18   
19 % Input 1 
20 x1_step1_xoffset = 5; 
21 x1_step1_gain = 0.028169014084507; 
22 x1_step1_ymin = -1; 
23   
24 % Input 2 
25 x2_step1_xoffset = 0; 
26 x2_step1_gain = 0.0277777777777778; 
27 x2_step1_ymin = -1; 
28   
29 % Layer 1 
30 b1 = [2.3871576700810015;-1.3485877448576291;1.9808747849918136;-

2.6785968403844223;0.99758096190541401;0.14379968991337871;-

2.2487847355535351;8.0863667281699652;-

4.0193220564357066;2.0212335108466535]; 

31 IW1_1 = [-2.4247760706034276 1.6944900307727815 -3.007590255739363 
1.3293246790473521 1.1996634732168188 3.6813216496161427 -

2.6470150161682287;1.7251569958921167 -0.70000035101141855 

1.1494365043452841 -1.3463746858371206 -0.076538855686797885 

0.11930502138931898 0.38167689400045096;-0.16800076784955092 

0.56381795531410783 -0.94626754467061203 0.85973688348759336 -

0.63726303161419551 -0.58702361003758896 0.20735185105732082;-

3.3120114412831985 0.42245088060201441 0.1568126863457352 

0.37303155748745637 0.55450044900498807 1.4229676746002065 -
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0.56096565498713014;37.511590584010463 -11.428587450665104 -

13.833671049817418 10.17094277880534 -7.2879915617445894 

1.3832649259698033 6.6162923808581597;0.89713597031656778 -

1.4967657564297001 2.0493334041388764 1.2721938020938544 

1.6498827519316057 -3.0184904404201154 -0.63272018961940413;-

1.3494571949373926 -1.3136086138856664 2.4541866921335691 -

3.0743918462441191 1.7075970864340249 0.81648755516725569 

0.92280737866883633;-6.1722172146933154 7.8754953272689079 

5.4561149315885391 -7.4851984340026538 -10.18598198073988 

3.9013305082952061 4.2682230204306419;2.5857849639654904 

0.5946016514254906 -3.5149385091684233 -6.8056193081030649 

1.1189531198880409 -0.549236523110193 1.3645740792244003;-

3.719102352158747 20.968596704705813 -13.23808197867521 -

3.5660859280592536 -14.457400579910693 23.381874446179221 -

4.9971382427539552]; 

32 IW1_2 = [-3.6219825098935456 4.6925562897524324 1.1239390681814014 -
0.03162485596596612 -0.2783650529818183 1.4225105473008117 -

0.9296089339069914;0.56086050896001249 -2.0251401080422982 -

0.65261926365866185 -1.0025881541620807 -0.41609974876831923 

0.4657751131564567 1.8062881826961623;-0.016692890728252779 

0.67492400934083296 1.2699732890753597 1.0510865628157877 

0.44980678845803457 -0.26796513970592994 -0.72774359505587782;-

0.3864202332176645 0.28410880917004311 -0.18521384564789328 -

1.398005354274606 0.71164189617318141 0.28423498495601845 -

1.2202195062243382;13.871793974355612 -29.42084511437201 -

15.842495158292742 8.7307404894178742 1.0717960042016457 20.64507857777992 

-6.7064216929262912;2.3959586523237286 0.19700393464105764 -

2.5554404897025615 1.493578742547284 -0.50035140611920914 -

0.62856501063136283 -0.35635994714943897;1.5642804196988676 -

0.383564604304652 -1.0365950400121986 -1.380596591778305 -

0.35607016592364871 -1.6894969982970285 

0.45127722988875596;10.741088629788726 -4.1387185979087242 

8.8081878873426902 -8.2064549358533476 -10.091515453093727 -

2.3682644480092598 13.118713549030414;-2.1436710714639919 

4.7430311711159066 -5.7227917088475078 -1.3117314641228286 

1.2408313485698692 -5.6712961319451987 

1.2644389845206827;3.4053876574306021 19.269626434274507 -

0.46512104024534628 5.2559171724708618 -6.4791980873968082 

10.732308696670835 -16.717884684563572]; 

33   
34 % Layer 2 
35 b2 = -0.35722481829528552; 
36 LW2_1 = [0.15652400070809447 0.60701950196281373 0.79671529471594804 

0.48660851904657587 0.027240202241825683 0.16505411365565209 

0.13747100331377435 -0.010254483122456189 0.042973481301736553 

0.077945759489509173]; 

37   
38 % Output 1 
39 y1_step1_ymin = -1; 
40 y1_step1_gain = 0.0277777777777778; 
41 y1_step1_xoffset = 0; 
42   
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43 % ===== SIMULATION ======== 
44   
45 % Dimensions 
46 TS = size(x1,2); % timesteps 
47   
48 % Input 1 Delay States 
49 xd1 = mapminmax_apply(xi1,x1_step1_gain,x1_step1_xoffset,x1_step1_ymin); 
50 xd1 = [xd1 zeros(1,1)]; 
51   
52 % Input 2 Delay States 
53 xd2 = mapminmax_apply(xi2,x2_step1_gain,x2_step1_xoffset,x2_step1_ymin); 
54 xd2 = [xd2 zeros(1,1)]; 
55   
56 % Allocate Outputs 
57 y1 = zeros(1,TS); 
58   
59 % Time loop 
60 for ts=1:TS 
61      
62     % Rotating delay state position 
63     xdts = mod(ts+6,8)+1; 
64      
65     % Input 1 
66     xd1(:,xdts) = 

mapminmax_apply(x1(:,ts),x1_step1_gain,x1_step1_xoffset,x1_step1_ymin); 

67      
68     % Input 2 
69     xd2(:,xdts) = 

mapminmax_apply(x2(:,ts),x2_step1_gain,x2_step1_xoffset,x2_step1_ymin); 

70      
71     % Layer 1 
72     tapdelay1 = reshape(xd1(:,mod(xdts-[1 2 3 4 5 6 7]-1,8)+1),7,1); 
73     tapdelay2 = reshape(xd2(:,mod(xdts-[1 2 3 4 5 6 7]-1,8)+1),7,1); 
74     a1 = tansig_apply(b1 + IW1_1*tapdelay1 + IW1_2*tapdelay2); 
75      
76     % Layer 2 
77     a2 = b2 + LW2_1*a1; 
78      
79     % Output 1 
80     y1(:,ts) = 

mapminmax_reverse(a2,y1_step1_gain,y1_step1_xoffset,y1_step1_ymin); 

81 end 
82   
83 % Final delay states 
84 finalxts = TS+(1: 7); 
85 xits = finalxts(finalxts<=7); 
86 xts = finalxts(finalxts>7)-7; 
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87 xf1 = [xi1(:,xits) x1(:,xts)]; 
88 xf2 = [xi2(:,xits) x2(:,xts)]; 
89 end 
90   
91 % ===== MODULE FUNCTIONS ======== 
92   
93 % Map Minimum and Maximum Input Processing Function 
94 function y = 

mapminmax_apply(x,settings_gain,settings_xoffset,settings_ymin) 

95 y = bsxfun(@minus,x,settings_xoffset); 
96 y = bsxfun(@times,y,settings_gain); 
97 y = bsxfun(@plus,y,settings_ymin); 
98 end 
99   
100 % Sigmoid Symmetric Transfer Function 

101 function a = tansig_apply(n) 

102 a = 2 ./ (1 + exp(-2*n)) - 1; 

103 end 

104   

105 % Map Minimum and Maximum Output Reverse-Processing Function 

106 function x = 

mapminmax_reverse(y,settings_gain,settings_xoffset,settings_ymin) 

107 x = bsxfun(@minus,y,settings_ymin); 

108 x = bsxfun(@rdivide,x,settings_gain); 

109 x = bsxfun(@plus,x,settings_xoffset); 

110 end 
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111  

******WEEKLY MODEL GENERIC SCRIPT – USE THIS TO CREATE SIMILAR MODELS*** 

0 % Solve an Autoregression Problem with External Input with a NARX Neural 

Network 

1 % Script generated by Neural Time Series app 

2 % Created 10-May-2017 23:03:52 

3 % 

4 % This script assumes these variables are defined: 

5 % 

6 %   inputs - input time series. 

7 %   failures - feedback time series. 

8   

9 X = tonndata(inputs,true,false); 

10 T = tonndata(failures,true,false); 
11   
12 % Choose a Training Function 
13 % For a list of all training functions type: help nntrain 
14 % 'trainlm' is usually fastest. 
15 % 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems. 
16 % 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations. 
17 trainFcn = 'trainlm';  % Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation. 
18   
19 % Create a Nonlinear Autoregressive Network with External Input 
20 inputDelays = 1:7; 
21 feedbackDelays = 1:7; 
22 hiddenLayerSize = 10; 
23 net = narxnet(inputDelays,feedbackDelays,hiddenLayerSize,'open',trainFcn); 
24   
25 % Choose Input and Feedback Pre/Post-Processing Functions 
26 % Settings for feedback input are automatically applied to feedback output 
27 % For a list of all processing functions type: help nnprocess 
28 % Customize input parameters at: net.inputs{i}.processParam 
29 % Customize output parameters at: net.outputs{i}.processParam 
30 net.inputs{1}.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
31 net.inputs{2}.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
32   
33 % Prepare the Data for Training and Simulation 
34 % The function PREPARETS prepares timeseries data for a particular 

network, 

35 % shifting time by the minimum amount to fill input states and layer 
36 % states. Using PREPARETS allows you to keep your original time series 

data 

37 % unchanged, while easily customizing it for networks with differing 
38 % numbers of delays, with open loop or closed loop feedback modes. 
39 [x,xi,ai,t] = preparets(net,X,{},T); 
40   
41 % Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing 
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42 % For a list of all data division functions type: help nndivide 
43 net.divideFcn = 'dividerand';  % Divide data randomly 
44 net.divideMode = 'time';  % Divide up every sample 
45 net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100; 
46 net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100; 
47 net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100; 
48   
49 % Choose a Performance Function 
50 % For a list of all performance functions type: help nnperformance 
51 net.performFcn = 'mse';  % Mean Squared Error 
52   
53 % Choose Plot Functions 
54 % For a list of all plot functions type: help nnplot 
55 net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plottrainstate', 'ploterrhist', ... 
56     'plotregression', 'plotresponse', 'ploterrcorr', 'plotinerrcorr'}; 
57   
58 % Train the Network 
59 [net,tr] = train(net,x,t,xi,ai); 
60   
61 % Test the Network 
62 y = net(x,xi,ai); 
63 e = gsubtract(t,y); 
64 performance = perform(net,t,y) 
65   
66 % Recalculate Training, Validation and Test Performance 
67 trainTargets = gmultiply(t,tr.trainMask); 
68 valTargets = gmultiply(t,tr.valMask); 
69 testTargets = gmultiply(t,tr.testMask); 
70 trainPerformance = perform(net,trainTargets,y) 
71 valPerformance = perform(net,valTargets,y) 
72 testPerformance = perform(net,testTargets,y) 
73   
74 % View the Network 
75 view(net) 
76   
77 % Plots 
78 % Uncomment these lines to enable various plots. 
79 %figure, plotperform(tr) 
80 %figure, plottrainstate(tr) 
81 %figure, ploterrhist(e) 
82 %figure, plotregression(t,y) 
83 %figure, plotresponse(t,y) 
84 %figure, ploterrcorr(e) 
85 %figure, plotinerrcorr(x,e) 
86   
87 % Closed Loop Network 
88 % Use this network to do multi-step prediction. 
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89 % The function CLOSELOOP replaces the feedback input with a direct 
90 % connection from the outout layer. 
91 netc = closeloop(net); 
92 netc.name = [net.name ' - Closed Loop']; 
93 view(netc) 
94 [xc,xic,aic,tc] = preparets(netc,X,{},T); 
95 yc = netc(xc,xic,aic); 
96 closedLoopPerformance = perform(net,tc,yc) 
97   
98 % Multi-step Prediction 
99 % Sometimes it is useful to simulate a network in open-loop form for as 
100 % long as there is known output data, and then switch to closed-loop 

form 

101 % to perform multistep prediction while providing only the external 

input. 

102 % Here all but 5 timesteps of the input series and target series are 

used 

103 % to simulate the network in open-loop form, taking advantage of the 

higher 

104 % accuracy that providing the target series produces: 

105 numTimesteps = size(x,2); 

106 knownOutputTimesteps = 1:(numTimesteps-5); 

107 predictOutputTimesteps = (numTimesteps-4):numTimesteps; 

108 X1 = X(:,knownOutputTimesteps); 

109 T1 = T(:,knownOutputTimesteps); 

110 [x1,xio,aio] = preparets(net,X1,{},T1); 

111 [y1,xfo,afo] = net(x1,xio,aio); 

112 % Next the the network and its final states will be converted to 

113 % closed-loop form to make five predictions with only the five inputs 

114 % provided. 

115 x2 = X(1,predictOutputTimesteps); 

116 [netc,xic,aic] = closeloop(net,xfo,afo); 

117 [y2,xfc,afc] = netc(x2,xic,aic); 

118 multiStepPerformance = perform(net,T(1,predictOutputTimesteps),y2) 

119 % Alternate predictions can be made for different values of x2, or 

further 

120 % predictions can be made by continuing simulation with additional 

external 

121 % inputs and the last closed-loop states xfc and afc. 

122   

123 % Step-Ahead Prediction Network 

124 % For some applications it helps to get the prediction a timestep 

early. 

125 % The original network returns predicted y(t+1) at the same time it is 

126 % given y(t+1). For some applications such as decision making, it would 

127 % help to have predicted y(t+1) once y(t) is available, but before the 

128 % actual y(t+1) occurs. The network can be made to return its output a 
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129 % timestep early by removing one delay so that its minimal tap delay is 

now 

130 % 0 instead of 1. The new network returns the same outputs as the 

original 

131 % network, but outputs are shifted left one timestep. 

132 nets = removedelay(net); 

133 nets.name = [net.name ' - Predict One Step Ahead']; 

134 view(nets) 

135 [xs,xis,ais,ts] = preparets(nets,X,{},T); 

136 ys = nets(xs,xis,ais); 

137 stepAheadPerformance = perform(nets,ts,ys) 

138   

139 % Deployment 

140 % Change the (false) values to (true) to enable the following code 

blocks. 

141 % See the help for each generation function for more information. 

142 if (false) 

143     % Generate MATLAB function for neural network for application 

144     % deployment in MATLAB scripts or with MATLAB Compiler and Builder 

145     % tools, or simply to examine the calculations your trained neural 

146     % network performs. 

147     genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction'); 

148     y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x,xi,ai); 

149 end 

150 if (false) 

151     % Generate a matrix-only MATLAB function for neural network code 

152     % generation with MATLAB Coder tools. 

153     genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction','MatrixOnly','yes'); 

154     x1 = cell2mat(x(1,:)); 

155     x2 = cell2mat(x(2,:)); 

156     xi1 = cell2mat(xi(1,:)); 

157     xi2 = cell2mat(xi(2,:)); 

158     y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1,x2,xi1,xi2); 

159 end 

160 if (false) 

161     % Generate a Simulink diagram for simulation or deployment with. 

162     % Simulink Coder tools. 

163     gensim(net); 

164 end 

165  
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**DAILY MODEL DEPLOYED AS MATLAB FUNCTION – USE THIS TO GENERATE FORECASTS** 

166 function [y1,xf1] = ID15_daily_narx_(x1,xi1) 

167 %MYNEURALNETWORKFUNCTION neural network simulation function. 

168 % 

169 % Generated by Neural Network Toolbox function genFunction, 21-Mar-2017 

16:43:19. 

170 % 

171 % [y1,xf1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1,xi1) takes these arguments: 

172 %   x1 = 1xTS matrix, input #1 

173 %   xi1 = 1x20 matrix, initial 20 delay states for input #1. 

174 % and returns: 

175 %   y1 = 1xTS matrix, output #1 

176 %   xf1 = 1x20 matrix, final 20 delay states for input #1. 

177 % where TS is the number of timesteps. 

178   

179 % ===== NEURAL NETWORK CONSTANTS ===== 

180   

181 % Input 1 

182 x1_step1_xoffset = 5; 

183 x1_step1_gain = 0.0253164556962025; 

184 x1_step1_ymin = -1; 

185   

186 % Layer 1 

187 b1 = 

[0.96440215816539854;0.84237531676739652;0.081557237324682175;0.3823329501

0635404;0.023219016359333357;-0.96883096090252552;0.54265410269129999;-

0.10158979030851915;-0.15233532454016502;-0.22515916166049388]; 

188 IW1_1 = [0.43069638413679706 -0.6724539619730503 1.0131508020097097 

0.80597588128623143 0.27447235341825654 -0.19935292185278547 

0.44990303180725488 -0.11315837810686159 0.45483874319877055 -

0.66370723187123015 -0.17382714111344158 0.013968100408562726 -

0.074812849601493092 0.21849196365097601 -0.40214893577038036 

0.44239088076375455 -1.1887463127614348 0.58862701889575064 -

0.48470830313500235 0.42426532427667818;0.50379572846366105 

0.011320814745274362 0.94337100422908093 0.76041314027092444 

0.28165283482749048 -0.19993893686096922 0.49661630776547627 

0.50193745092703301 0.12449804881053919 -0.25217975307976892 -

0.52614124272311857 -0.0015809439724818629 -0.036668724048450126 -

0.18305402431830822 0.13755505938628146 0.2893870030690231 -

1.124707394872031 1.3768745764744204 -0.44387426824349552 -

0.36481126073586911;-0.37424083312443424 0.23656515081528939 

0.30483064940441418 0.030329780109981708 -0.37425935538334765 

0.18319759248614273 -0.49505079787651796 0.02065615033239562 -

0.42296421186866706 -0.64827517399082046 0.9246598318574436 

0.22772392793203233 -0.76090312303713858 0.12297418275812241 -

0.39285284483534805 0.43154287628092508 0.28221578183894125 -

0.35008565919930928 0.76835183392169337 0.051374780836840668;-
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0.01902922961665322 -0.4451014160814345 -0.69106498973812169 

0.60737506966579946 0.33957241507887798 -0.32604147845519282 

0.57593188150751673 0.10653203584667587 -0.73341146625972975 -

0.61224081589017421 -0.044376725122647516 -0.19775482838347702 

0.52678671124959253 0.51181851087131869 0.2872042029397579 

0.31316915115214078 -0.37062940851915116 -0.35921125067700571 -

0.31156813951739509 0.16253517608583726;0.23427541797211804 

0.17270743774890712 -0.011384529814695546 -0.50370851058055643 

0.57636152342894209 -0.0068271882982554669 0.12147850921692577 

0.32442685260754583 -0.3808757733890622 -1.4989040978141492 

0.82558380916612262 -0.17762600102917711 -0.31438288556579225 -

0.068784351608715613 0.0136273434342247 0.60616814332910962 -

0.059183918809191771 0.15528708198413066 -0.38317536736627111 

0.16192793779018494;-0.31344912623964943 -0.69271333072477947 -

0.8424771418926662 -0.24523112207277853 -0.047338652952601715 -

0.038789978286647847 0.1079689319376365 -0.45669629355828145 -

0.2591767579042073 -0.50248079776850596 0.3590150759197212 -

0.11268193798896547 0.52915568206385455 0.48316027940263229 -

0.026611367227028844 0.21243066438353694 0.067759095444196046 -

0.83529465352882726 -0.12244941931360723 0.41339747641543079;-

0.095172150305208369 -0.16881143838812404 0.27339701214355594 -

0.1095204561652401 -0.33284357962580707 0.20617059315119643 -

0.60048625477197248 -0.35558016119829577 0.47172216493734215 -

0.14664419265525622 0.45830280384778382 0.068102048092129039 -

0.47700198480052547 -0.074122510033757624 -0.47302175558668613 -

0.22870801131964336 0.26695153568076824 -0.7835524135144053 

0.11304580402155943 1.0970954859862929;-0.27392703580233069 

0.86294742890662079 -0.95546886485291793 -0.1985526383626926 

0.042736825162915729 -0.23288357657411501 0.56251125925811174 -

0.027047603173447413 -0.63430305243773766 0.4058036999227273 -

0.11734573305666711 -0.032221334948939612 0.33283876518794042 

0.055736074082132298 0.68486931392180095 -0.054201290396637472 

0.64073337896991811 -0.063393283558867461 0.32080402901925043 -

1.2690566312943827;0.47218592942384446 0.64265972539551397 

0.21122879014086318 -0.27552680406068836 0.4905889709926276 -

0.16670534669638337 0.16158067104615451 -0.45861758054774715 

0.19133822583616575 -0.15353525692741479 0.44548950392374526 

0.18050515912388257 -0.93091301294439088 0.21813762696611602 -

0.53539391107611134 -0.39609253714682019 0.60301417104399768 -

0.33997890985032991 0.14244674029204907 -

0.31300188630960418;0.23319369506787557 -0.60368854680322859 

0.90798441798022911 0.96796378017642892 -0.054014549491174832 -

0.041957746535310224 -0.30634299961766237 -0.11654949666203406 -

0.17117391591268949 -0.17521231025628969 0.24719572239043275 

0.38926058549615816 -0.88354853302877712 0.67013680803632336 -

1.025612590634835 0.03388489641297255 -0.42743574133964501 -

0.19581534359238745 0.55046418205041103 0.28354776113792923]; 

189   

190 % Layer 2 

191 b2 = 0.062286419347967921; 

192 LW2_1 = [-1.6849268812961324 1.4633716549830518 1.5719249076524235 

1.1009404016578375 -1.4010884436817299 1.0560793785195277 -

1.5931494971308178 -2.1375997918638636 1.3380915195745231 -

1.5573598198115932]; 
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193   

194 % Output 1 

195 y1_step1_ymin = -1; 

196 y1_step1_gain = 0.1; 

197 y1_step1_xoffset = 0; 

198   

199 % ===== SIMULATION ======== 

200   

201 % Dimensions 

202 TS = size(x1,2); % timesteps 

203   

204 % Input 1 Delay States 

205 xd1 = 

mapminmax_apply(xi1,x1_step1_gain,x1_step1_xoffset,x1_step1_ymin); 

206 xd1 = [xd1 zeros(1,1)]; 

207   

208 % Allocate Outputs 

209 y1 = zeros(1,TS); 

210   

211 % Time loop 

212 for ts=1:TS 

213      

214     % Rotating delay state position 

215     xdts = mod(ts+19,21)+1; 

216      

217     % Input 1 

218     xd1(:,xdts) = 

mapminmax_apply(x1(:,ts),x1_step1_gain,x1_step1_xoffset,x1_step1_ymin); 

219      

220     % Layer 1 

221     tapdelay1 = reshape(xd1(:,mod(xdts-[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20]-1,21)+1),20,1); 

222     a1 = tansig_apply(b1 + IW1_1*tapdelay1); 

223      

224     % Layer 2 

225     a2 = b2 + LW2_1*a1; 

226      

227     % Output 1 

228     y1(:,ts) = 

mapminmax_reverse(a2,y1_step1_gain,y1_step1_xoffset,y1_step1_ymin); 

229 end 

230   

231 % Final delay states 

232 finalxts = TS+(1: 20); 

233 xits = finalxts(finalxts<=20); 

234 xts = finalxts(finalxts>20)-20; 

235 xf1 = [xi1(:,xits) x1(:,xts)]; 
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236 end 

237   

238 % ===== MODULE FUNCTIONS ======== 

239   

240 % Map Minimum and Maximum Input Processing Function 

241 function y = 

mapminmax_apply(x,settings_gain,settings_xoffset,settings_ymin) 

242 y = bsxfun(@minus,x,settings_xoffset); 

243 y = bsxfun(@times,y,settings_gain); 

244 y = bsxfun(@plus,y,settings_ymin); 

245 end 

246   

247 % Sigmoid Symmetric Transfer Function 

248 function a = tansig_apply(n) 

249 a = 2 ./ (1 + exp(-2*n)) - 1; 

250 end 

251   

252 % Map Minimum and Maximum Output Reverse-Processing Function 

253 function x = 

mapminmax_reverse(y,settings_gain,settings_xoffset,settings_ymin) 

254 x = bsxfun(@minus,y,settings_ymin); 

255 x = bsxfun(@rdivide,x,settings_gain); 

256 x = bsxfun(@plus,x,settings_xoffset); 

257 end 
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*****DAILY MODEL GENERIC SCRIPT – USE THIS TO CREATE SIMILAR MODELS *** 

% Solve an Input-Output Time-Series Problem with a Time Delay Neural Network 
% Script generated by Neural Time Series app. 
% Created 21-Mar-2017 17:50:07 
% 
% This script assumes these variables are defined: 
% 
%   minTemps - input time series. 
%   numFailures - target time series. 

  
X = tonndata(minTemps,false,false); 
T = tonndata(numFailures,false,false); 

  
% Choose a Training Function 
% For a list of all training functions type: help nntrain 
% 'trainlm' is usually fastest. 
% 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems. 
% 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations. 
trainFcn = 'trainbr';  % Bayesian Regularization backpropagation. 

  
% Create a Time Delay Network 
inputDelays = 1:20; 
hiddenLayerSize = 10; 
net = timedelaynet(inputDelays,hiddenLayerSize,trainFcn); 

  
% Prepare the Data for Training and Simulation 
% The function PREPARETS prepares timeseries data for a particular network, 
% shifting time by the minimum amount to fill input states and layer 
% states. Using PREPARETS allows you to keep your original time series data 
% unchanged, while easily customizing it for networks with differing 
% numbers of delays, with open loop or closed loop feedback modes. 
[x,xi,ai,t] = preparets(net,X,T); 

  
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing 
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 60/100; 
net.divideParam.valRatio = 35/100; 
net.divideParam.testRatio = 5/100; 

  
% Train the Network 
[net,tr] = train(net,x,t,xi,ai); 

  
% Test the Network 
y = net(x,xi,ai); 
e = gsubtract(t,y); 
performance = perform(net,t,y) 

  
% View the Network 
view(net) 

  
% Plots 
% Uncomment these lines to enable various plots. 
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%figure, plotperform(tr) 
%figure, plottrainstate(tr) 
%figure, ploterrhist(e) 
%figure, plotregression(t,y) 
%figure, plotresponse(t,y) 
%figure, ploterrcorr(e) 
%figure, plotinerrcorr(x,e) 

  
% Step-Ahead Prediction Network 
% For some applications it helps to get the prediction a timestep early. 
% The original network returns predicted y(t+1) at the same time it is 
% given x(t+1). For some applications such as decision making, it would 
% help to have predicted y(t+1) once x(t) is available, but before the 
% actual y(t+1) occurs. The network can be made to return its output a 
% timestep early by removing one delay so that its minimal tap delay is now 
% 0 instead of 1. The new network returns the same outputs as the original 
% network, but outputs are shifted left one timestep. 
nets = removedelay(net); 
nets.name = [net.name ' - Predict One Step Ahead']; 
view(nets) 
[xs,xis,ais,ts] = preparets(nets,X,T); 
ys = nets(xs,xis,ais); 
stepAheadPerformance = perform(nets,ts,ys) 
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****** PROPERTIES OF ARENA CODE – USE THIS TO UNDERSTAND MODEL ***** 

PROJECT,      "DC Water WOS","Adnan",,,No,Yes,Yes,Yes,No,No,Yes,No,No,No; 

 

ATTRIBUTES:   total response time,DATATYPE(Real); 

 

SCHEDULES:    winter 

repair,TYPE(Capacity),FORMAT(Duration),FACTOR(1.0),UNITS(days),DATA(0,28),DATA(1,62),D

ATA(0,183),DATA(1,70): 

              Contractor 

schedule,TYPE(Capacity),FORMAT(Duration),FACTOR(1.0),UNITS(halfhours),DATA(0,15),DATA(

1,7),DATA(0,2), 

              DATA(1,8): 

              Crew foremen 

schedule,TYPE(Capacity),FORMAT(Duration),FACTOR(1.0),UNITS(halfhours),DATA(0,15),DATA(

1,7),DATA(0,2), 

              DATA(1,8): 

              DMB day crew 

schedule,TYPE(Capacity),FORMAT(Duration),FACTOR(1.0),UNITS(halfhours),DATA(0,15),DATA(

1,7),DATA(0,2), 

              DATA(1,8): 

              General foreman 

schedule,TYPE(Capacity),FORMAT(Duration),FACTOR(1.0),UNITS(halfhours),DATA(0,14),DATA(

1,9),DATA(0,2), 

              DATA(1,7); 

 

VARIABLES:    Staffing delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Shutoff delay OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Staffing delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Ready for dispatch.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Staffing delay SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              UFA investigation delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external processes.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Phase III Schedule repair OTHERS.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site delay DMB.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Coordinate internal resources.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal resources SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Schedule internal resources.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Phase I.NumberOut Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay 

SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Staffing delay OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Staffing delay SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external 

processes.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 
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              Pinpoint leak SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal 

resources.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              locate asset OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external 

processes.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair SERVICES AND 

MAINS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal resources 

SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site delays contractor.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Coordinate internal resources sm.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Route to crew foreman.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              DMB repair process.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Shutoff delay OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              UFA investigation delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Materials delay OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site delays contractor.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Shutoff delay OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase II.NumberOut Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Shutoff delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Internal coordination 

SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Coordinate external resources.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Coordinate internal resources sm.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Asset repair OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase II SM.NumberOut Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase II.NumberOut Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Crew assignment.NumberOut True,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal resources 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair SERVICES AND 

MAINS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Shutoff delay SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 
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              Ready for internal 

coordination.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair METERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              UFA investigation delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              locate METER.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair METERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Parts procurement delay 

SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Close work order.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase III Schedule repair.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Materials delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Ready for dispatch SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Coordinate internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external processes 

SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Ready to schedule 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Staffing delay OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external processes SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Site assessment.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase I OTHERS.NumberOut Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Shutoff delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Site preperation notice 

SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site delay DMB.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              General foreman review.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Phase III Schedule repair.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal resources OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Shutoff delay SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external processes 

SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site preperation notice 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site preperation notice SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Initiate external processes 

OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site assessment.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Shutoff delay SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 
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              locate asset OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              DMB repair process.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Contractor repair 

process.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              DMB repair process.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Parts procurement delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase II SM.NumberOut Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site preperation notice OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase II OTHERS.NumberOut Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Ready to schedule SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external processes OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Ready for dispatch 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Route to crew foreman.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Contractor repair process.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Schedule internal resources 

OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              General foreman review.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site assessment.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Shutoff delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Route to crew foreman.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site preperation notice 

OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              locate METER.VATime,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Staffing delay SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Dispatch method(1,1),CLEAR(System),DATATYPE(String),"Largest remaining 

capacity": 

              Site preperation notice.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              locate asset OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              General foreman review.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Pinpoint leak SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Incoming low priority repair 

order.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Incoming emergency 

incident.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site preperation notice 

SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal resources 

SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase II OTHERS.NumberOut Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair METERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase I SM.NumberOut Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Schedule internal 

resources.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Ready to schedule.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site delay DMB.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 
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              Phase I SM.NumberOut Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Foreman coordination.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Crew assignment.NumberOut False,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay SM.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Coordinate external resources.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Contractor repair 

process.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Initiate external processes 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Staffing delay OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Site delays contractor.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Foreman coordination.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Equipment delay OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Materials delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              locate METER.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase III Schedule repair OTHERS.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Phase III Schedule repair SM.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Asset repair OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Staffing delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Equipment delay.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Phase I OTHERS.NumberOut Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Site preperation notice.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Foreman coordination.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay SM.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Phase III Schedule repair SM.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Ready for internal coordination 

OTHERS.NumberOut,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Coordinate internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut 

Orig,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Parts procurement delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Pinpoint leak SM.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Site preperation notice.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              locate METER.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Asset repair OTHERS.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Miss Utility Delay OTHERS.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-

Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Phase I.NumberOut Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              Equipment delay.NumberIn,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 

              locate METER.WaitTime,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"): 
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              Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.WIP,CLEAR(System),CATEGORY("Exclude-Exclude"),DATATYPE(Real): 

              Coordinate internal resources.NumberOut 

Dup,CLEAR(Statistics),CATEGORY("Exclude"); 

 

QUEUES:       Ready for dispatch OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              locate METER.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Asset repair OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready for internal coordination.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Initiate external processes OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              DMB repair process.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready to schedule OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Site delay DMB.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Internal coordination SM.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready for internal coordination OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready for dispatch SM.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              General foreman review.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Pinpoint leak SM.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Initiate external processes SM.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready for dispatch.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Site delays contractor.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Schedule internal resources.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Initiate external processes.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Gen. Foreman Review.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Contractor repair process.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Route to crew foreman.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Schedule internal resources OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready to schedule.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              locate asset OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Site assessment.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Asset repair METERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Ready to schedule SM.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Schedule internal resources SM.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Foreman coordination.Queue,FIFO,,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,); 

 

PICTURES:     Picture.Airplane: 

              Picture.Green Ball: 

              Picture.Blue Page: 

              Picture.Telephone: 

              Picture.Blue Ball: 

              Picture.Yellow Page: 

              Picture.EMail: 

              Picture.Yellow Ball: 

              Picture.Bike: 

              Picture.Report: 

              Picture.Van: 

              Picture.Widgets: 

              Picture.Envelope: 

              Picture.Fax: 

              Picture.Truck: 

              Picture.Person: 

              Picture.Letter: 

              Picture.Box: 
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              Picture.Woman: 

              Picture.Package: 

              Picture.Man: 

              Picture.Diskette: 

              Picture.Boat: 

              Picture.Red Page: 

              Picture.Ball: 

              Picture.Green Page: 

              Picture.Red Ball; 

 

RESOURCES:    CORINTHIAN,Schedule(Contractor 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              CAPITOL,Schedule(Contractor 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 10,Schedule(Crew foremen 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 11,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 12,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 13,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 20,Schedule(Crew foremen 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 21,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 22,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 23,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 30,Schedule(Crew foremen 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 31,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 32,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              O 33,Schedule(DMB day crew 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              General Foreman,Schedule(General foreman 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              ANCHOR,Schedule(Contractor 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              FMCC,Schedule(Contractor 

schedule,Wait),,,COST(0.0,0.0,0.0),CATEGORY(Resources),,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,); 

 

COUNTERS:     reported LP incidents,,,,DATABASE(,"Count","User Specified","reported LP 

incidents"): 

              completed LP incidents,,,,DATABASE(,"Count","User Specified","completed 

LP incidents"): 

              DMB HP orders completed,,,,DATABASE(,"Count","User Specified","DMB HP 

orders completed"): 

              Contracted HP orders completed,,,,DATABASE(,"Count","User 

Specified","Contracted HP orders completed"); 

 

TALLIES:      locate METER.WaitTimePerEntity,,DATABASE(,"Wait Time Per 

Entity","Process","locate METER"): 

              locate METER.TotalTimePerEntity,,DATABASE(,"Total Time Per 

Entity","Process","locate METER"): 

              locate METER.VATimePerEntity,,DATABASE(,"VA Time Per 

Entity","Process","locate METER"): 
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              LP total 

response,"C:\Users\Khan\Desktop\Baseline",DATABASE(,"Interval","User Specified","LP 

total response"); 

 

OUTPUTS:      locate METER.NumberOut,,locate METER Number Out,DATABASE(,"Number 

Out","Process","locate METER"): 

              locate METER.VATime,,locate METER Accum VA Time,DATABASE(,"Accum VA 

Time","Process","locate METER"): 

              locate METER.NumberIn,,locate METER Number In,DATABASE(,"Number 

In","Process","locate METER"): 

              locate METER.WaitTime,,locate METER Accum Wait Time,DATABASE(,"Accum 

Wait Time","Process","locate METER"); 

 

REPLICATE,    200,,DaysToBaseTime(365),Yes,Yes,,,,24,Days,No,No,,DATETIME("Jan 01, 

2017 17:47:37"),Yes,No; 

 

ENTITIES:     Emergency 

incident,Picture.Report,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,): 

              Low priority 

incident,Picture.Report,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,AUTOSTATS(Yes,,); 

 

SETS:         Crew foremen,O 10,O 20,O 30: 

              DMB day shift,O 11,O 12,O 21,O 22,O 31,O 32: 

              LP response set,LP total response: 

              DMB winter crews,O 13,O 23,O 33: 

              Contractor,ANCHOR,CAPITOL,CORINTHIAN,FMCC; 
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***ARENA CODE – USE THIS TO CREATE A SIMILAR MODEL – RUN>SIMAN>WRITE ** 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Create 3 (Incoming emergency 

incident) 

; 

 

76$           CREATE,        1,DaysToBaseTime(0),Emergency incident:DaysToBaseTime(-

0.001 + LOGN(0.750, 3.57)):NEXT(77$); 

 

77$           ASSIGN:        Incoming emergency incident.NumberOut=Incoming emergency 

incident.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(0$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 138 (General foreman review) 

; 

0$            ASSIGN:        General foreman review.NumberIn=General foreman 

review.NumberIn + 1: 

                             General foreman review.WIP=General foreman review.WIP+1; 

109$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(83$); 

 

83$           QUEUE,         General foreman review.Queue; 

82$           SEIZE,         1,VA: 

                             General Foreman,1:NEXT(81$); 

 

81$           DELAY:         MinutesToBaseTime(Normal(17,0.15)),,VA; 

80$           RELEASE:       General Foreman,1; 

129$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(128$); 

 

128$          ASSIGN:        General foreman review.NumberOut=General foreman 

review.NumberOut + 1: 

                             General foreman review.WIP=General foreman review.WIP-

1:NEXT(17$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 243 (Foreman coordination) 

; 

17$           ASSIGN:        Foreman coordination.NumberIn=Foreman 

coordination.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Foreman coordination.WIP=Foreman coordination.WIP+1; 

160$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(134$); 

 

134$          QUEUE,         Foreman coordination.Queue; 

133$          SEIZE,         1,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(132$); 

 

132$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(expo(1.2)),,VA; 

131$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

180$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(179$); 

 

179$          ASSIGN:        Foreman coordination.NumberOut=Foreman 

coordination.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Foreman coordination.WIP=Foreman coordination.WIP-

1:NEXT(3$); 
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; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Decide 5 (Crew assignment) 

; 

3$            BRANCH,        1: 

                             With,(80)/100,182$,Yes: 

                             Else,183$,Yes; 

182$          ASSIGN:        Crew assignment.NumberOut True=Crew assignment.NumberOut 

True + 1:NEXT(18$); 

 

183$          ASSIGN:        Crew assignment.NumberOut False=Crew assignment.NumberOut 

False + 1:NEXT(19$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 245 (Site delay DMB) 

; 

18$           ASSIGN:        Site delay DMB.NumberIn=Site delay DMB.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Site delay DMB.WIP=Site delay DMB.WIP+1; 

213$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(187$); 

 

187$          QUEUE,         Site delay DMB.Queue; 

186$          SEIZE,         1,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB winter crews,CYC, ),1: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(185$); 

 

185$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(1.5)),,VA; 

184$          RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB winter crews,LAST),1: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

233$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(232$); 

 

232$          ASSIGN:        Site delay DMB.NumberOut=Site delay DMB.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Site delay DMB.WIP=Site delay DMB.WIP-1:NEXT(1$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 139 (DMB repair process) 

; 

1$            ASSIGN:        DMB repair process.NumberIn=DMB repair process.NumberIn + 

1: 

                             DMB repair process.WIP=DMB repair process.WIP+1; 

264$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(238$); 

 

238$          QUEUE,         DMB repair process.Queue; 

237$          SEIZE,         1,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB winter crews,CYC, ),1: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(236$); 

 

236$          DELAY:         -0.001 +WEIB(0.315, 0.612),,VA; 

235$          RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB winter crews,LAST),1: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

284$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(283$); 

 

283$          ASSIGN:        DMB repair process.NumberOut=DMB repair process.NumberOut 

+ 1: 

                             DMB repair process.WIP=DMB repair process.WIP-1:NEXT(2$); 
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; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Record 25 (DMB HP orders completed) 

; 

2$            COUNT:         DMB HP orders completed,1:NEXT(8$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Dispose 8 (Close work order) 

; 

8$            ASSIGN:        Close work order.NumberOut=Close work order.NumberOut + 

1; 

286$          DISPOSE:       Yes; 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 246 (Site delays contractor) 

; 

19$           ASSIGN:        Site delays contractor.NumberIn=Site delays 

contractor.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Site delays contractor.WIP=Site delays contractor.WIP+1; 

316$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(290$); 

 

290$          QUEUE,         Site delays contractor.Queue; 

289$          SEIZE,         1,VA: 

                             SELECT(Contractor,CYC, ),1:NEXT(288$); 

 

288$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(1.5)),,VA; 

287$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Contractor,LAST),1; 

336$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(335$); 

 

335$          ASSIGN:        Site delays contractor.NumberOut=Site delays 

contractor.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Site delays contractor.WIP=Site delays contractor.WIP-

1:NEXT(4$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 140 (Contractor repair 

process) 

; 

4$            ASSIGN:        Contractor repair process.NumberIn=Contractor repair 

process.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Contractor repair process.WIP=Contractor repair 

process.WIP+1; 

367$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(341$); 

 

341$          QUEUE,         Contractor repair process.Queue; 

340$          SEIZE,         1,VA: 

                             SELECT(Contractor,CYC, ),1:NEXT(339$); 

 

339$          DELAY:         -0.001 +WEIB(1.21, 0.464),,VA; 

338$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Contractor,LAST),1; 

387$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(386$); 
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386$          ASSIGN:        Contractor repair process.NumberOut=Contractor repair 

process.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Contractor repair process.WIP=Contractor repair 

process.WIP-1:NEXT(5$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Record 26 (Contracted HP orders 

completed) 

; 

5$            COUNT:         Contracted HP orders completed,1:NEXT(8$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Create 4 (Incoming low priority 

repair order) 

; 

 

389$          CREATE,        1,DaysToBaseTime(0.0),Low priority 

incident:DaysToBaseTime(-0.001 + WEIB(0.21, 0.538)):NEXT(390$); 

 

390$          ASSIGN:        Incoming low priority repair order.NumberOut=Incoming low 

priority repair order.NumberOut + 1 

                             :NEXT(16$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Assign 2 (incident reported) 

; 

16$           ASSIGN:        total response time=TNOW:NEXT(15$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Record 35 (reported LP incidents) 

; 

15$           COUNT:         reported LP incidents,1:NEXT(14$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 157 (Route to crew foreman) 

; 

14$           ASSIGN:        Route to crew foreman.NumberIn=Route to crew 

foreman.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Route to crew foreman.WIP=Route to crew foreman.WIP+1; 

422$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(396$); 

 

396$          QUEUE,         Route to crew foreman.Queue; 

395$          SEIZE,         3,VA: 

                             General Foreman,1:NEXT(394$); 

 

394$          DELAY:         MinutesToBaseTime(Normal(20,0.15)),,VA; 

393$          RELEASE:       General Foreman,1; 

442$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(441$); 
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441$          ASSIGN:        Route to crew foreman.NumberOut=Route to crew 

foreman.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Route to crew foreman.WIP=Route to crew foreman.WIP-

1:NEXT(7$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 143 (Site assessment) 

; 

7$            ASSIGN:        Site assessment.NumberIn=Site assessment.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Site assessment.WIP=Site assessment.WIP+1; 

473$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(447$); 

 

447$          QUEUE,         Site assessment.Queue; 

446$          SEIZE,         3,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(445$); 

 

445$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(4.5)),,VA; 

444$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

493$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(492$); 

 

492$          ASSIGN:        Site assessment.NumberOut=Site assessment.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Site assessment.WIP=Site assessment.WIP-1:NEXT(9$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Decide 8 (Failure Code?) 

; 

9$            BRANCH,        1: 

                             With,(31.59)/100,55$,Yes: 

                             With,(46.86)/100,37$,Yes: 

                             Else,73$,Yes; 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 226 (Initiate external 

processes OTHERS) 

; 

73$           ASSIGN:        Initiate external processes OTHERS.NumberIn=Initiate 

external processes OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Initiate external processes OTHERS.WIP=Initiate external 

processes OTHERS.WIP+1; 

526$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(500$); 

 

500$          QUEUE,         Initiate external processes OTHERS.Queue; 

499$          SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(498$); 

 

498$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(2.9)),,VA; 

497$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

546$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(545$); 

 

545$          ASSIGN:        Initiate external processes OTHERS.NumberOut=Initiate 

external processes OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Initiate external processes OTHERS.WIP=Initiate external 

processes OTHERS.WIP-1:NEXT(72$); 
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; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 40 (Phase I OTHERS) 

; 

72$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,550$,0:NEXT(549$); 

 

549$          ASSIGN:        Phase I OTHERS.NumberOut Orig=Phase I OTHERS.NumberOut 

Orig + 1:NEXT(59$); 

 

550$          ASSIGN:        Phase I OTHERS.NumberOut Dup=Phase I OTHERS.NumberOut Dup 

+ 1:NEXT(60$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 216 (Parts procurement delay 

OTHERS) 

; 

59$           ASSIGN:        Parts procurement delay OTHERS.NumberIn=Parts procurement 

delay OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Parts procurement delay OTHERS.WIP=Parts procurement 

delay OTHERS.WIP+1; 

580$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(552$); 

 

552$          DELAY:         EXPO(7.0),,NVA; 

600$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(599$); 

 

599$          ASSIGN:        Parts procurement delay OTHERS.NumberOut=Parts 

procurement delay OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Parts procurement delay OTHERS.WIP=Parts procurement 

delay OTHERS.WIP-1:NEXT(61$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 26 (Ready for internal 

coordination OTHERS) 

; 

61$           QUEUE,         Ready for internal coordination OTHERS.Queue; 

602$          GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:2,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(603$); 

 

603$          ASSIGN:        Ready for internal coordination OTHERS.NumberOut= 

                             Ready for internal coordination OTHERS.NumberOut + 

1:NEXT(74$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 227 (Schedule internal 

resources OTHERS) 

; 

74$           ASSIGN:        Schedule internal resources OTHERS.NumberIn=Schedule 

internal resources OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Schedule internal resources OTHERS.WIP=Schedule internal 

resources OTHERS.WIP+1; 

633$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(607$); 

 

607$          QUEUE,         Schedule internal resources OTHERS.Queue; 
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606$          SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(605$); 

 

605$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(Normal(1.5,0.8)),,VA; 

604$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

653$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(652$); 

 

652$          ASSIGN:        Schedule internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut=Schedule 

internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Schedule internal resources OTHERS.WIP=Schedule internal 

resources OTHERS.WIP-1:NEXT(62$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 37 (Phase II OTHERS) 

; 

62$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,657$,0:NEXT(656$); 

 

656$          ASSIGN:        Phase II OTHERS.NumberOut Orig=Phase II OTHERS.NumberOut 

Orig + 1:NEXT(65$); 

 

657$          ASSIGN:        Phase II OTHERS.NumberOut Dup=Phase II OTHERS.NumberOut 

Dup + 1:NEXT(63$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 219 (Staffing delay OTHERS) 

; 

65$           ASSIGN:        Staffing delay OTHERS.NumberIn=Staffing delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Staffing delay OTHERS.WIP=Staffing delay OTHERS.WIP+1; 

687$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(659$); 

 

659$          DELAY:         EXPO(4.0),,VA; 

707$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(706$); 

 

706$          ASSIGN:        Staffing delay OTHERS.NumberOut=Staffing delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Staffing delay OTHERS.WIP=Staffing delay OTHERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(67$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 27 (Ready to schedule OTHERS) 

; 

67$           QUEUE,         Ready to schedule OTHERS.Queue; 

709$          GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:3,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(710$); 

 

710$          ASSIGN:        Ready to schedule OTHERS.NumberOut=Ready to schedule 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(71$); 

 

 

; 

; 
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;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 224 (Schedule EWR and prepare 

site and Miss Utility OTHERS) 

; 

71$           ASSIGN:        Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.NumberIn= 

                             Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.WIP= 

                             Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.WIP+1; 

740$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(714$); 

 

714$          QUEUE,         Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.Queue; 

713$          SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(712$); 

 

712$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(7.5)),,VA; 

711$          RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

760$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(759$); 

 

759$          ASSIGN:        Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.NumberOut= 

                             Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.WIP= 

                             Schedule EWR and prepare site and Miss Utility 

OTHERS.WIP-1:NEXT(68$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 39 (Phase III Schedule 

repair OTHERS) 

; 

68$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,764$,0:NEXT(763$); 

 

763$          ASSIGN:        Phase III Schedule repair OTHERS.NumberOut Orig=Phase III 

Schedule repair OTHERS.NumberOut Orig + 1 

                             :NEXT(69$); 

 

764$          ASSIGN:        Phase III Schedule repair OTHERS.NumberOut Dup=Phase III 

Schedule repair OTHERS.NumberOut Dup + 1 

                             :NEXT(70$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 222 (Site preperation notice 

OTHERS) 

; 

69$           ASSIGN:        Site preperation notice OTHERS.NumberIn=Site preperation 

notice OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Site preperation notice OTHERS.WIP=Site preperation 

notice OTHERS.WIP+1; 

794$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(766$); 
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766$          DELAY:         1.0,,VA; 

814$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(813$); 

 

813$          ASSIGN:        Site preperation notice OTHERS.NumberOut=Site preperation 

notice OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Site preperation notice OTHERS.WIP=Site preperation 

notice OTHERS.WIP-1:NEXT(58$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 25 (Ready for dispatch OTHERS) 

; 

58$           QUEUE,         Ready for dispatch OTHERS.Queue; 

816$          GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:2,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(817$); 

 

817$          ASSIGN:        Ready for dispatch OTHERS.NumberOut=Ready for dispatch 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(75$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 242 (locate asset OTHERS) 

; 

75$           ASSIGN:        locate asset OTHERS.NumberIn=locate asset OTHERS.NumberIn 

+ 1: 

                             locate asset OTHERS.WIP=locate asset OTHERS.WIP+1; 

847$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(821$); 

 

821$          QUEUE,         locate asset OTHERS.Queue; 

820$          SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(819$); 

 

819$          DELAY:         EXPO(1.8),,VA; 

818$          RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

867$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(866$); 

 

866$          ASSIGN:        locate asset OTHERS.NumberOut=locate asset 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             locate asset OTHERS.WIP=locate asset OTHERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(12$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 223 (Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS) 

; 

70$           ASSIGN:        Miss Utility Delay OTHERS.NumberIn=Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Miss Utility Delay OTHERS.WIP=Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS.WIP+1; 

898$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(870$); 

 

870$          DELAY:         EXPO(24),,VA; 

918$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(917$); 

 

917$          ASSIGN:        Miss Utility Delay OTHERS.NumberOut=Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 
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                             Miss Utility Delay OTHERS.WIP=Miss Utility Delay 

OTHERS.WIP-1:NEXT(58$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 38 (Coordinate internal 

resources OTHERS) 

; 

63$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,922$,0:NEXT(921$); 

 

921$          ASSIGN:        Coordinate internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut Orig= 

                             Coordinate internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut Orig + 

1:NEXT(64$); 

 

922$          ASSIGN:        Coordinate internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut Dup= 

                             Coordinate internal resources OTHERS.NumberOut Dup + 

1:NEXT(66$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 218 (Equipment delay OTHERS) 

; 

64$           ASSIGN:        Equipment delay OTHERS.NumberIn=Equipment delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Equipment delay OTHERS.WIP=Equipment delay OTHERS.WIP+1; 

952$          STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(924$); 

 

924$          DELAY:         EXPO(2.5),,VA; 

972$          STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(971$); 

 

971$          ASSIGN:        Equipment delay OTHERS.NumberOut=Equipment delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Equipment delay OTHERS.WIP=Equipment delay OTHERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(67$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 220 (Materials delay OTHERS) 

; 

66$           ASSIGN:        Materials delay OTHERS.NumberIn=Materials delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Materials delay OTHERS.WIP=Materials delay OTHERS.WIP+1; 

1003$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(975$); 

 

975$          DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(3.5)),,VA; 

1023$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1022$); 

 

1022$         ASSIGN:        Materials delay OTHERS.NumberOut=Materials delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Materials delay OTHERS.WIP=Materials delay OTHERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(67$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 217 (Shutoff delay OTHERS) 
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; 

60$           ASSIGN:        Shutoff delay OTHERS.NumberIn=Shutoff delay 

OTHERS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Shutoff delay OTHERS.WIP=Shutoff delay OTHERS.WIP+1; 

1054$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1026$); 

 

1026$         DELAY:         EXPO(17),,VA; 

1074$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1073$); 

 

1073$         ASSIGN:        Shutoff delay OTHERS.NumberOut=Shutoff delay 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Shutoff delay OTHERS.WIP=Shutoff delay OTHERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(61$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 236 (Asset repair OTHERS) 

; 

12$           ASSIGN:        Asset repair OTHERS.NumberIn=Asset repair OTHERS.NumberIn 

+ 1: 

                             Asset repair OTHERS.WIP=Asset repair OTHERS.WIP+1; 

1105$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1079$); 

 

1079$         QUEUE,         Asset repair OTHERS.Queue; 

1078$         SEIZE,         3,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1077$); 

 

1077$         DELAY:         -0.001 + EXPO(0.161),,VA; 

1076$         RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

1125$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1124$); 

 

1124$         ASSIGN:        Asset repair OTHERS.NumberOut=Asset repair 

OTHERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Asset repair OTHERS.WIP=Asset repair OTHERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(6$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Record 27 (completed LP incidents) 

; 

6$            COUNT:         completed LP incidents,1:NEXT(13$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Record 34 (LP total response) 

; 

13$           TALLY:         LP total response,INT(total response time),1:NEXT(8$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 184 (Initiate external 

processes SM) 

; 

55$           ASSIGN:        Initiate external processes SM.NumberIn=Initiate external 

processes SM.NumberIn + 1: 
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                             Initiate external processes SM.WIP=Initiate external 

processes SM.WIP+1; 

1156$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1130$); 

 

1130$         QUEUE,         Initiate external processes SM.Queue; 

1129$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1128$); 

 

1128$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(Normal(2.6,0.90)),,VA; 

1127$         RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

1176$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1175$); 

 

1175$         ASSIGN:        Initiate external processes SM.NumberOut=Initiate 

external processes SM.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Initiate external processes SM.WIP=Initiate external 

processes SM.WIP-1:NEXT(54$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 25 (Phase I SM) 

; 

54$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,1180$,0:NEXT(1179$); 

 

1179$         ASSIGN:        Phase I SM.NumberOut Orig=Phase I SM.NumberOut Orig + 

1:NEXT(41$); 

 

1180$         ASSIGN:        Phase I SM.NumberOut Dup=Phase I SM.NumberOut Dup + 

1:NEXT(42$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 174 (Parts procurement delay 

SM) 

; 

41$           ASSIGN:        Parts procurement delay SM.NumberIn=Parts procurement 

delay SM.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Parts procurement delay SM.WIP=Parts procurement delay 

SM.WIP+1; 

1210$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1182$); 

 

1182$         DELAY:         LOGN(0.5, 0.005),,VA; 

1230$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1229$); 

 

1229$         ASSIGN:        Parts procurement delay SM.NumberOut=Parts procurement 

delay SM.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Parts procurement delay SM.WIP=Parts procurement delay 

SM.WIP-1:NEXT(43$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 17 (Internal coordination SM) 

; 

43$           QUEUE,         Internal coordination SM.Queue; 

1232$         GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:2,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(1233$); 
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1233$         ASSIGN:        Internal coordination SM.NumberOut=Internal coordination 

SM.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(56$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 185 (Schedule internal 

resources SM) 

; 

56$           ASSIGN:        Schedule internal resources SM.NumberIn=Schedule internal 

resources SM.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Schedule internal resources SM.WIP=Schedule internal 

resources SM.WIP+1; 

1263$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1237$); 

 

1237$         QUEUE,         Schedule internal resources SM.Queue; 

1236$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1235$); 

 

1235$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(expo(8.2)),,VA; 

1234$         RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

1283$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1282$); 

 

1282$         ASSIGN:        Schedule internal resources SM.NumberOut=Schedule 

internal resources SM.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Schedule internal resources SM.WIP=Schedule internal 

resources SM.WIP-1:NEXT(44$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 22 (Phase II SM) 

; 

44$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,1287$,0:NEXT(1286$); 

 

1286$         ASSIGN:        Phase II SM.NumberOut Orig=Phase II SM.NumberOut Orig + 

1:NEXT(47$); 

 

1287$         ASSIGN:        Phase II SM.NumberOut Dup=Phase II SM.NumberOut Dup + 

1:NEXT(45$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 177 (Staffing delay SM) 

; 

47$           ASSIGN:        Staffing delay SM.NumberIn=Staffing delay SM.NumberIn + 

1: 

                             Staffing delay SM.WIP=Staffing delay SM.WIP+1; 

1317$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1289$); 

 

1289$         DELAY:         EXPO(4),,VA; 

1337$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1336$); 

 

1336$         ASSIGN:        Staffing delay SM.NumberOut=Staffing delay SM.NumberOut + 

1: 

                             Staffing delay SM.WIP=Staffing delay SM.WIP-1:NEXT(49$); 
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; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 18 (Ready to schedule SM) 

; 

49$           QUEUE,         Ready to schedule SM.Queue; 

1339$         GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:3,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(1340$); 

 

1340$         ASSIGN:        Ready to schedule SM.NumberOut=Ready to schedule 

SM.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(53$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 182 (Schedule EWR prepare 

site and Miss Uitility request) 

; 

53$           ASSIGN:        Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.NumberIn= 

                             Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility request.WIP= 

                             Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.WIP+1; 

1370$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1344$); 

 

1344$         QUEUE,         Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.Queue; 

1343$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1342$); 

 

1342$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(Normal(7.4,2.7)),,VA; 

1341$         RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

1390$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1389$); 

 

1389$         ASSIGN:        Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.NumberOut= 

                             Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility 

request.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility request.WIP= 

                             Schedule EWR prepare site and Miss Uitility request.WIP-

1:NEXT(50$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 24 (Phase III Schedule 

repair SM) 

; 

50$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,1394$,0:NEXT(1393$); 

 

1393$         ASSIGN:        Phase III Schedule repair SM.NumberOut Orig=Phase III 

Schedule repair SM.NumberOut Orig + 1 

                             :NEXT(51$); 

 

1394$         ASSIGN:        Phase III Schedule repair SM.NumberOut Dup=Phase III 

Schedule repair SM.NumberOut Dup + 1:NEXT(52$); 
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; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 180 (Site preperation notice 

SM) 

; 

51$           ASSIGN:        Site preperation notice SM.NumberIn=Site preperation 

notice SM.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Site preperation notice SM.WIP=Site preperation notice 

SM.WIP+1; 

1424$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1396$); 

 

1396$         DELAY:         1.0,,VA; 

1444$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1443$); 

 

1443$         ASSIGN:        Site preperation notice SM.NumberOut=Site preperation 

notice SM.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Site preperation notice SM.WIP=Site preperation notice 

SM.WIP-1:NEXT(40$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 16 (Ready for dispatch SM) 

; 

40$           QUEUE,         Ready for dispatch SM.Queue; 

1446$         GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:2,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(1447$); 

 

1447$         ASSIGN:        Ready for dispatch SM.NumberOut=Ready for dispatch 

SM.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(57$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 239 (Pinpoint leak SM) 

; 

57$           ASSIGN:        Pinpoint leak SM.NumberIn=Pinpoint leak SM.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Pinpoint leak SM.WIP=Pinpoint leak SM.WIP+1; 

1477$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1451$); 

 

1451$         QUEUE,         Pinpoint leak SM.Queue; 

1450$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1449$); 

 

1449$         DELAY:         EXPO(1),,VA; 

1448$         RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

1497$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1496$); 

 

1496$         ASSIGN:        Pinpoint leak SM.NumberOut=Pinpoint leak SM.NumberOut + 

1: 

                             Pinpoint leak SM.WIP=Pinpoint leak SM.WIP-1:NEXT(11$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 181 (Miss Utility Delay SM) 

; 

52$           ASSIGN:        Miss Utility Delay SM.NumberIn=Miss Utility Delay 

SM.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Miss Utility Delay SM.WIP=Miss Utility Delay SM.WIP+1; 
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1528$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1500$); 

 

1500$         DELAY:         Expo(24),,VA; 

1548$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1547$); 

 

1547$         ASSIGN:        Miss Utility Delay SM.NumberOut=Miss Utility Delay 

SM.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Miss Utility Delay SM.WIP=Miss Utility Delay SM.WIP-

1:NEXT(40$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 23 (Coordinate internal 

resources sm) 

; 

45$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,1552$,0:NEXT(1551$); 

 

1551$         ASSIGN:        Coordinate internal resources sm.NumberOut 

Orig=Coordinate internal resources sm.NumberOut Orig + 1 

                             :NEXT(46$); 

 

1552$         ASSIGN:        Coordinate internal resources sm.NumberOut Dup=Coordinate 

internal resources sm.NumberOut Dup + 1 

                             :NEXT(48$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 176 (Equipment delay SM) 

; 

46$           ASSIGN:        Equipment delay SM.NumberIn=Equipment delay SM.NumberIn + 

1: 

                             Equipment delay SM.WIP=Equipment delay SM.WIP+1; 

1582$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1554$); 

 

1554$         DELAY:         EXPO(1.7),,VA; 

1602$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1601$); 

 

1601$         ASSIGN:        Equipment delay SM.NumberOut=Equipment delay SM.NumberOut 

+ 1: 

                             Equipment delay SM.WIP=Equipment delay SM.WIP-

1:NEXT(49$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 178 (Materials delay SM) 

; 

48$           ASSIGN:        Materials delay SM.NumberIn=Materials delay SM.NumberIn + 

1: 

                             Materials delay SM.WIP=Materials delay SM.WIP+1; 

1633$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1605$); 

 

1605$         DELAY:         EXPO(0.8),,VA; 

1653$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1652$); 

 

1652$         ASSIGN:        Materials delay SM.NumberOut=Materials delay SM.NumberOut 

+ 1: 
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                             Materials delay SM.WIP=Materials delay SM.WIP-

1:NEXT(49$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 175 (Shutoff delay SM) 

; 

42$           ASSIGN:        Shutoff delay SM.NumberIn=Shutoff delay SM.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Shutoff delay SM.WIP=Shutoff delay SM.WIP+1; 

1684$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1656$); 

 

1656$         DELAY:         EXPO(22),,VA; 

1704$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1703$); 

 

1703$         ASSIGN:        Shutoff delay SM.NumberOut=Shutoff delay SM.NumberOut + 

1: 

                             Shutoff delay SM.WIP=Shutoff delay SM.WIP-1:NEXT(43$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 234 (Asset repair SERVICES 

AND MAINS) 

; 

11$           ASSIGN:        Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.NumberIn=Asset repair 

SERVICES AND MAINS.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.WIP=Asset repair SERVICES 

AND MAINS.WIP+1; 

1735$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1709$); 

 

1709$         QUEUE,         Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.Queue; 

1708$         SEIZE,         3,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1707$); 

 

1707$         DELAY:         -0.001 + EXPO(0.247),,VA; 

1706$         RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

1755$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1754$); 

 

1754$         ASSIGN:        Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.NumberOut=Asset repair 

SERVICES AND MAINS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Asset repair SERVICES AND MAINS.WIP=Asset repair SERVICES 

AND MAINS.WIP-1:NEXT(6$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 170 (Initiate external 

processes) 

; 

37$           ASSIGN:        Initiate external processes.NumberIn=Initiate external 

processes.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Initiate external processes.WIP=Initiate external 

processes.WIP+1; 

1786$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1760$); 

 

1760$         QUEUE,         Initiate external processes.Queue; 

1759$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1758$); 
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1758$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(Normal(2.7,0.51)),,VA; 

1757$         RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

1806$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1805$); 

 

1805$         ASSIGN:        Initiate external processes.NumberOut=Initiate external 

processes.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Initiate external processes.WIP=Initiate external 

processes.WIP-1:NEXT(36$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 20 (Phase I) 

; 

36$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,1810$,0:NEXT(1809$); 

 

1809$         ASSIGN:        Phase I.NumberOut Orig=Phase I.NumberOut Orig + 

1:NEXT(22$); 

 

1810$         ASSIGN:        Phase I.NumberOut Dup=Phase I.NumberOut Dup + 

1:NEXT(25$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 160 (Parts procurement delay) 

; 

22$           ASSIGN:        Parts procurement delay.NumberIn=Parts procurement 

delay.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Parts procurement delay.WIP=Parts procurement 

delay.WIP+1; 

1840$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1812$); 

 

1812$         DELAY:         EXPO(35),,VA; 

1860$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1859$); 

 

1859$         ASSIGN:        Parts procurement delay.NumberOut=Parts procurement 

delay.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Parts procurement delay.WIP=Parts procurement delay.WIP-

1:NEXT(24$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 14 (Ready for internal 

coordination) 

; 

24$           QUEUE,         Ready for internal coordination.Queue; 

1862$         GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:3,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(1863$); 

 

1863$         ASSIGN:        Ready for internal coordination.NumberOut=Ready for 

internal coordination.NumberOut + 1:NEXT(38$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 171 (Schedule internal 

resources) 
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; 

38$           ASSIGN:        Schedule internal resources.NumberIn=Schedule internal 

resources.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Schedule internal resources.WIP=Schedule internal 

resources.WIP+1; 

1893$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1867$); 

 

1867$         QUEUE,         Schedule internal resources.Queue; 

1866$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1865$); 

 

1865$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(expo(2.5)),,VA; 

1864$         RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

1913$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1912$); 

 

1912$         ASSIGN:        Schedule internal resources.NumberOut=Schedule internal 

resources.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Schedule internal resources.WIP=Schedule internal 

resources.WIP-1:NEXT(26$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 17 (Phase II) 

; 

26$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,1917$,0:NEXT(1916$); 

 

1916$         ASSIGN:        Phase II.NumberOut Orig=Phase II.NumberOut Orig + 

1:NEXT(29$); 

 

1917$         ASSIGN:        Phase II.NumberOut Dup=Phase II.NumberOut Dup + 

1:NEXT(27$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 163 (Staffing delay) 

; 

29$           ASSIGN:        Staffing delay.NumberIn=Staffing delay.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Staffing delay.WIP=Staffing delay.WIP+1; 

1947$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1919$); 

 

1919$         DELAY:         EXPO(6),,VA; 

1967$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(1966$); 

 

1966$         ASSIGN:        Staffing delay.NumberOut=Staffing delay.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Staffing delay.WIP=Staffing delay.WIP-1:NEXT(31$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 15 (Ready to schedule) 

; 

31$           QUEUE,         Ready to schedule.Queue; 

1969$         GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:3,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(1970$); 

 

1970$         ASSIGN:        Ready to schedule.NumberOut=Ready to schedule.NumberOut + 

1:NEXT(35$); 
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; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 168 (Schedule EWR request 

Miss U and prepare METERS site) 

; 

35$           ASSIGN:        Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.NumberIn= 

                             Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS site.WIP= 

                             Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.WIP+1; 

2000$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(1974$); 

 

1974$         QUEUE,         Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.Queue; 

1973$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(Crew foremen,CYC, ),1:NEXT(1972$); 

 

1972$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(4.4)),,VA; 

1971$         RELEASE:       SELECT(Crew foremen,LAST),1; 

2020$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2019$); 

 

2019$         ASSIGN:        Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.NumberOut= 

                             Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS 

site.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS site.WIP= 

                             Schedule EWR request Miss U and prepare METERS site.WIP-

1:NEXT(32$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 19 (Phase III Schedule 

repair) 

; 

32$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,2024$,0:NEXT(2023$); 

 

2023$         ASSIGN:        Phase III Schedule repair.NumberOut Orig=Phase III 

Schedule repair.NumberOut Orig + 1:NEXT(33$); 

 

2024$         ASSIGN:        Phase III Schedule repair.NumberOut Dup=Phase III 

Schedule repair.NumberOut Dup + 1:NEXT(34$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 166 (Site preperation notice) 

; 

33$           ASSIGN:        Site preperation notice.NumberIn=Site preperation 

notice.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Site preperation notice.WIP=Site preperation 

notice.WIP+1; 

2054$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2026$); 

 

2026$         DELAY:         1.0,,VA; 
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2074$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2073$); 

 

2073$         ASSIGN:        Site preperation notice.NumberOut=Site preperation 

notice.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Site preperation notice.WIP=Site preperation notice.WIP-

1:NEXT(20$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Batch 13 (Ready for dispatch) 

; 

20$           QUEUE,         Ready for dispatch.Queue; 

2076$         GROUP,         Entity.SerialNumber,Permanent:2,Last,Low priority 

incident:NEXT(2077$); 

 

2077$         ASSIGN:        Ready for dispatch.NumberOut=Ready for dispatch.NumberOut 

+ 1:NEXT(39$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 241 (locate METER) 

; 

39$           ASSIGN:        locate METER.NumberIn=locate METER.NumberIn + 1: 

                             locate METER.WIP=locate METER.WIP+1; 

2107$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2081$); 

 

2081$         QUEUE,         locate METER.Queue; 

2080$         SEIZE,         2,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(2079$); 

 

2079$         DELAY:         EXPO(2.5),,VA:NEXT(2122$); 

 

2122$         ASSIGN:        locate METER.WaitTime=locate METER.WaitTime + 

Diff.WaitTime; 

2086$         TALLY:         locate METER.WaitTimePerEntity,Diff.WaitTime,1; 

2088$         TALLY:         locate METER.TotalTimePerEntity,Diff.StartTime,1; 

2112$         ASSIGN:        locate METER.VATime=locate METER.VATime + Diff.VATime; 

2113$         TALLY:         locate METER.VATimePerEntity,Diff.VATime,1; 

2078$         RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

2127$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2126$); 

 

2126$         ASSIGN:        locate METER.NumberOut=locate METER.NumberOut + 1: 

                             locate METER.WIP=locate METER.WIP-1:NEXT(10$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 167 (Miss Utility Delay) 

; 

34$           ASSIGN:        Miss Utility Delay.NumberIn=Miss Utility Delay.NumberIn + 

1: 

                             Miss Utility Delay.WIP=Miss Utility Delay.WIP+1; 

2158$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2130$); 

 

2130$         DELAY:         EXPO(24.0),,VA; 

2178$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2177$); 
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2177$         ASSIGN:        Miss Utility Delay.NumberOut=Miss Utility Delay.NumberOut 

+ 1: 

                             Miss Utility Delay.WIP=Miss Utility Delay.WIP-

1:NEXT(20$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 18 (Coordinate internal 

resources) 

; 

27$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,2182$,0:NEXT(2181$); 

 

2181$         ASSIGN:        Coordinate internal resources.NumberOut Orig=Coordinate 

internal resources.NumberOut Orig + 1 

                             :NEXT(28$); 

 

2182$         ASSIGN:        Coordinate internal resources.NumberOut Dup=Coordinate 

internal resources.NumberOut Dup + 1 

                             :NEXT(30$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 162 (Equipment delay) 

; 

28$           ASSIGN:        Equipment delay.NumberIn=Equipment delay.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Equipment delay.WIP=Equipment delay.WIP+1; 

2212$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2184$); 

 

2184$         DELAY:         EXPO(3.0),,VA; 

2232$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2231$); 

 

2231$         ASSIGN:        Equipment delay.NumberOut=Equipment delay.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Equipment delay.WIP=Equipment delay.WIP-1:NEXT(31$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 164 (Materials delay) 

; 

30$           ASSIGN:        Materials delay.NumberIn=Materials delay.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Materials delay.WIP=Materials delay.WIP+1; 

2263$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2235$); 

 

2235$         DELAY:         HoursToBaseTime(EXPO(1.4)),,VA; 

2283$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2282$); 

 

2282$         ASSIGN:        Materials delay.NumberOut=Materials delay.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Materials delay.WIP=Materials delay.WIP-1:NEXT(31$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Separate 16 (Coordinate external 

resources) 

; 

25$           DUPLICATE,     100 - 0: 

                             1,2287$,0:NEXT(2286$); 
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2286$         ASSIGN:        Coordinate external resources.NumberOut Orig=Coordinate 

external resources.NumberOut Orig + 1 

                             :NEXT(21$); 

 

2287$         ASSIGN:        Coordinate external resources.NumberOut Dup=Coordinate 

external resources.NumberOut Dup + 1 

                             :NEXT(23$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 159 (UFA investigation delay) 

; 

21$           ASSIGN:        UFA investigation delay.NumberIn=UFA investigation 

delay.NumberIn + 1: 

                             UFA investigation delay.WIP=UFA investigation 

delay.WIP+1; 

2317$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2289$); 

 

2289$         DELAY:         EXPO(45),,VA; 

2337$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2336$); 

 

2336$         ASSIGN:        UFA investigation delay.NumberOut=UFA investigation 

delay.NumberOut + 1: 

                             UFA investigation delay.WIP=UFA investigation delay.WIP-

1:NEXT(24$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 161 (Shutoff delay) 

; 

23$           ASSIGN:        Shutoff delay.NumberIn=Shutoff delay.NumberIn + 1: 

                             Shutoff delay.WIP=Shutoff delay.WIP+1; 

2368$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2340$); 

 

2340$         DELAY:         gamma(1,2),,VA; 

2388$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2387$); 

 

2387$         ASSIGN:        Shutoff delay.NumberOut=Shutoff delay.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Shutoff delay.WIP=Shutoff delay.WIP-1:NEXT(24$); 

 

 

; 

; 

;     Model statements for module:  BasicProcess.Process 233 (Asset repair METERS) 

; 

10$           ASSIGN:        Asset repair METERS.NumberIn=Asset repair METERS.NumberIn 

+ 1: 

                             Asset repair METERS.WIP=Asset repair METERS.WIP+1; 

2419$         STACK,         1:Save:NEXT(2393$); 

 

2393$         QUEUE,         Asset repair METERS.Queue; 

2392$         SEIZE,         3,VA: 

                             SELECT(DMB day shift,CYC, ),1:NEXT(2391$); 

 

2391$         DELAY:         -0.001 + EXPO(0.177),,VA; 

2390$         RELEASE:       SELECT(DMB day shift,LAST),1; 

2439$         STACK,         1:Destroy:NEXT(2438$); 
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2438$         ASSIGN:        Asset repair METERS.NumberOut=Asset repair 

METERS.NumberOut + 1: 

                             Asset repair METERS.WIP=Asset repair METERS.WIP-

1:NEXT(6$);1 

                                                        
1 This is an Adnan Khan production. For any questions, please contact the author @ aak236@email.vccs.edu  


